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Abstract: We analyze the rate of convergence of the local statistics of Dyson Brownian motion to
the GOE/GUE for short times t “ op1q with deterministic initial data V . Our main result states
that if the density of states of V is bounded both above and away from 0 down to scales ℓ ! t
in a small interval of size G " t around an energy E0, then the local statistics coincide with the
GOE/GUE near the energy E0 after time t. Our methods are partly based on the idea of coupling
two Dyson Brownian motions from [6], the parabolic regularity result of [15], and the eigenvalue
rigidity results of [21].
1 Introduction
Wigner ensembles consist of N ˆN real symmetric or complex Hermitian matrices W whose entries
are random variables that are independent up to the symmetry constraint W “W ˚. Wigner’s global
semicircle law [28] states that in the appropriate scaling the empirical distribution of the eigenvalues
pλiq converges to
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
δλipEq Ñ ρscpEq :“
1
2π
1t|E|ĺ2u
a
4´ E2, pE P Rq (1.1)
in the weak sense as N Ñ 8. The distribution ρscpEq is referred to as the semicircle law. Wigner
obtained his global semicircle law by computing the moments ErtrpW nqs for each n.
We denote by pW pλ1, ..., λN q the joint probability density of the unordered eigenvalues of W . If
the entries of W are independent real or complex Gaussian random variables with variance equal to
N´1 then the joint density is explicitly computable and is given by
pGpλ1, ..., λN q “ 1
ZG
ź
iăj
|λi ´ λj |βe´βN
řN
i“1 λ
2
i {4 (1.2)
where β is 1 or 2 for the real and complex cases, respectively. Above, ZG is a normalization constant
which can be computed explicitly. These special cases are known as the Gaussian Orthogonal and
Gaussian Unitary ensembles (GOE and GUE). The n-point correlation functions are defined by
p
pnq
W pλ1, ..., λnq :“
ż
RN´n
pW pλ1, ..., λN qdλ1...dλN . (1.3)
For the GOE and GUE, the n-point correlation functions have been computed explicitly by Dyson,
Gaudin and Mehta (see, for example, [23]) using orthogonal polynomial techniques exploiting the
Vandermonde determinant structure.
For the case β “ 2, the work of Dyson, Gaudin and Mehta asserts that at every fixed energy
E P p´2, 2q in the bulk of the spectrum,
1
ρscpEqn p
pnq
G
ˆ
E ` α1
NρscpEq , ...., E `
αn
NρscpEq
˙
Ñ detpKpαi ´ αjqqni,j“1 (1.4)
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where K is the sine kernel
Kpx´ yq “ sinπpx´ yq
πpx´ yq . (1.5)
The rescaling by a factor of N´1 corresponds to the typical distance between consecutive eigenvalues,
and we refer to laws under such a scaling as local statistics. There are similar but more complicated
formulas for the GOE.
The Wigner-Dyson-Gaudin-Mehta conjecture, or the ‘bulk universality’ conjecture, states that
the local eigenvalue statistics of Wigner matrices are universal in the sense that they depend only
on the symmetry class of the random matrix ensemble (i.e., real symmetric or complex Hermitian)
but are otherwise independent of the underlying law of the matrix entries. This conjecture has been
established for all symmetry classes in the works [7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 19]. Parallel results were obtained
independently in various cases in [26,27].
We remark that when we refer to ‘bulk universality’ in this paper, we refer to the vague convergence
of the correlation functions p
pnq
W in the averaged energy sense of [7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 19]. Results at fixed
energy for the real symmetric case were recently obtained in [6] but we will not address this type of
convergence in this work.
In order to place the current work in context, we recall the three-step strategy of the proof of bulk
universality of Wigner matrices.
(1) Establish a local semicircle law controlling the density of eigenvalues down to the optimal scale.
(2) Prove universality of Wigner matrices with a small Gaussian component by analyzing the con-
vergence of Dyson Brownian motion to local equilibrium.
(3) Prove universality of a general Wigner matrix by comparing its local statistics to an approxi-
mating Wigner ensemble with a small Gaussian component.
For an overview of this strategy and a survey of recent results we refer the reader to [16]. In this
paper we are mainly interested in Step (2). The local ergodicity of Dyson Brownian motion (DBM)
is the intrinsic mechanism behind the universality of local statistics.
In the present work we analyze the speed of convergence of Dyson Brownian motion for classical
values of β with deterministic initial data V . Our main result is that if the density of states of V is
bounded above and below at all scales down to ℓ ! t in a window of size G " ?t around an energy E0
then the local statistics of Dyson Brownian motion exhibit bulk universality at time t near E0. We
allow for scales as small as ℓ “ N´1, and G can shrink as long as it satisfies G " ?t.
A completely analytic approach to analyzing the time to convergence of Dyson Brownian motion
was initiated in [12], and was further developed in [13,17,19]. In these works the optimal rate t Á N´1
was obtained when the initial data is a Wigner matrix. The key idea was to estimate the entropy
flow of Dyson Brownian motion with respect to a global instantaneuous equilibrium state constructed
from the invariant semicircle law of the GOE/GUE.
For deterministic initial data, the study of the convergence of the local statistics of Dyson Brownian
motion was initiated in [22]. Under some weak global conditions on the initial data, it was shown that
the local statistics coincide with the GOE/GUE for times of order 1. In this case, the global statistics
of Dyson Brownian motion are not close to the semicircle law and are in fact time dependent. Instead
of comparing DBM to a global equilibrium state constructed from the GOE/GUE, an equilibrium
state was constructed from a time dependent reference β-ensemble specifically chosen to match the
global eigenvalue density of the DBM. The analysis of entropy flow with respect to time dependent
local equilibrium states was initiated in the work [29]. This method allowed for the comparison of
the local statistics of the DBM to that of a β-ensemble. Bulk universality for such β-ensembles was
achieved in the series of works [3–5] and therefore the local statistics for DBM was also obtained.
Recently, alternative approaches to the local statistics of β-ensembles have been presented in [25]
and [1]. However, the key input in the proof of [22] was the universality of the local equilibrium
measures which was only proved in [3–5].
As previously stated, we study the rate of convergence of DBM for short times with deterministic
inital data satisfying only a local regularity condition. It is therefore not possible to compare the DBM
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to a global equilibrium state as in the works [12, 13, 17, 19, 22]. One may attempt to circumvent this
and assume regularity globally. For the class of initial data we are interested in, the local density of
the reference β-ensemble could have order 1 fluctuations on quite small scales and would therefore be
quite rough. In order to complete the approach of [22], the results of [3–5] would have to be extended
to β-ensembles with order 1 fluctuations over small scales. While this approach may be possible, it is
more appealing to approximate DBM locally.
We approximate DBM locally by constructing a rescaled and shifted GOE matrix H˜ whose eigen-
values match the DBM in a small window near E0. We then apply two ideas from previous works.
The first is an idea of [6]: we couple the evolution of the eigenvalues of the two ensembles under the
Dyson Brownian motion, so that their differences satisfy a system of difference equations which may
be interpreted as a random walk in a random environment. The second idea is the parabolic regularity
result for such systems of difference equations of [15]. In order to use the approach outlined here, two
main ingredients are needed. These are a rigidity result for DBM with deterministic initial data after
a short time (i.e., the analogue of Step (1) above) and a level repulsion estimate. One of our key
observations is that the regularity of the initial data down to scales ℓ guarantees that both rigidity and
level repulsion occur after time t " ℓ.
For times of order 1, rigidity was established in the paper [21] and later refined in [22]. The
adaptation to short times is a minor modification of the proofs there, and we will only state which
changes are necessary in lieu of a complete proof.
Previously, level repulsion estimates for Wigner ensembles whose entries have a smooth distribu-
tion were obtained in [11]. Weaker level repulsion estimates but with no smoothness condition were
obtained in [24,27]. The proof of [11] was modified in [6] to include the case when the Wigner ensemble
is not smooth but instead is the sum of a (possibly non-smooth) Wigner matrix and an independent
Gaussian part. However, these estimates degenerate as the Gaussian component becomes small, and
would therefore only be useful for our purposes if we were interested in times of the order t “ N´ε.
We establish new level repulsion estimates which show that as long as t " ℓ then one already has
(essentially) as much level repulsion as one would have for times of order 1.
Putting these ingredients together, we will prove that at a short time after the coupling is initiated,
the eigenvalue gaps of the two ensembles coincide down to a scale N´1´ε with high probability. This
proves the fixed label gap universality for DBM and also the bulk universality of the n-point correlation
functions in the aforementioned locally averaged sense.
As an application of our work we prove bulk universality for deformed Wigner ensembles with
a small Wigner component. The case of a large Wigner component was proved in [22]. Another
application of our result is the bulk universality of sparse Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graphs. In a paper with J.
Huang [20] we prove that Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graphs where the probability p of each edge occuring is as small
as p ľ N ε{N exhibit bulk universality. The previous result obtained in [7, 9] allowed for p only as
small as p ľ N2{3`ε{N .
We outline the rest of the paper. In Section 2 we define our model and state our main results on
bulk and gap universality. In Section 3 we state the local law for deformed Wigner ensembles and
state the rigidity estimates for the eigenvalues. We also state our level repulsion estimates. Section
4 contains the main novelty of this paper, our analysis of the Dyson Brownian motion with initial
data V . In Section 5 prove our level repulsion estimates. In Section 6 we give the proofs of our main
results. In Section 7 we state and prove some deterministic facts required for the proof of the local
law, and then give a proof of the local law. We also derive the rigidity estimates from the local law.
After completing this manuscript we learned that similar results were obtained independently
in [14].
Acknowledgements. The authors thank Roland Bauerschmidt for helpful comments on a prelimi-
nary draft of this manuscript. The authors thank J. Huang for pointing out an improvement in the
assumptions of Definition 2.1.
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2 Main results
Before defining our model and stating our results, we remark that we will only state and prove our
results in the real symmetric, i.e., β “ 1 case. The adaptation to the complex Hermitian case, i.e.,
β “ 2, requires only notational changes.
2.1 Definition of model
In this section we introduce the model under consideration.
Definition 2.1. Let ℓ “ ℓN and G “ GN be two N -dependent parameters satisfying1
1
N
ĺ ℓ ĺ N´ε1 , N ε1ℓ ĺ G ĺ N´ε1 (2.1)
for some ε1 ą 0. A deterministic diagonal matrix V “ diagpV1, ..., VN q is called pℓ,Gq-regular at E0 if
there are constants cV ą 0, CV ą 0 so that the following holds. On the interval
IE0,G :“ pE0 ´G,E0 `Gq (2.2)
we have
cV ĺ Im mV pE ` iηq ĺ CV (2.3)
uniformly for E P IE0,G and ℓ ĺ η ĺ 10, where
mV pzq :“ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
Vi ´ z (2.4)
is the Stieltjes transform of V . Moreover, we assume that there is a fixed number BV ą 0 so that
|Vi| ĺ NBV (2.5)
for every i.
We will use the notation
IE,G :“ pE ´G,E `Gq. (2.6)
Definition 2.2. The Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) consists of symmetric matrices W whose
entries are independent centered Gaussians (up to the constraint wij “ wji) with variance
Erw2ijs “
1` δij
N
. (2.7)
Definition 2.3. The deformed GOE consists of symmetric matrices
HT :“ V `
?
TW (2.8)
where V is a deterministic diagonal matrix and W is a GOE matrix and T ľ 0 is a real parameter.
Remark. Up to a trivial constant rescaling which goes to 1 in the N Ñ8 limit, the solution of DBM
with initial data V is equal to HT at time t in law with T — t, for t “ op1q.
1. In a previous draft our assumption was G2 " ℓ instead of G " ℓ. The authors thank J. Huang for pointing out
this improvement.
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2.2 Semicircle and deformed semicircle laws
In order to state our results on the local eigenvalue statistics we must introduce the macroscopic
eigenvalue densities of the GOE and deformed GOE. The macroscopic eigenvalue density of the GOE
is given by the semicircle law:
ρscpEq :“ 1t|E|ĺ2u
?
4´ E2
2π
. (2.9)
While the macroscopic eigenvalue density of Wigner (and generalized Wigner) matrices also follows
the semicircle law, the deformed GOE follows a deformation of ρsc, the so-called free convolution of
the semicircle law and the empirical measure of V . We define it through its Stieltjes transform. We
let m
pNq
fc,T be the solution to
m
pNq
fc,T pzq “
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
Vi ´ z ´ TmpNqfc,T pzq
. (2.10)
Above, Vi denote the entries of V . The properties of the above equation are well-studied. It is known
that there is a unique solution to the above equation and that m
pNq
fc,T is the Stieltjes transform of a
measure which has a density ρ
pNq
fc,T . This density is compactly supported and analytic on the interior
of its support. We refer the reader to, for example, [2] for details. We emphasize that m
pNq
fc,T and ρ
pNq
fc,T
and their qualitative properties depend on N . For example, the density ρ
pNq
fc,T can become quite rough
as N Ñ8. For notational convenience we suppress the superscript and denote
mfc,T pzq :“ mpNqfc,T pzq, ρfc,T pEq :“ ρpNqfc,T pEq. (2.11)
When we wish to emphasize the N -dependence we will use m
pNq
fc,T and ρ
pNq
fc,T instead.
To state our result on gap universality we define the classical eigenvalue locations of the GOE and
deformed GOE by
i
N
“
ż γT,i
´8
ρfc,T pEqdE, i
N
“
ż µi
´8
ρscpEqdE. (2.12)
The classical eigenvalue locations of the deformed law depend on N but we again suppress this in our
notation.
2.3 Bulk and gap universality
For a deformed GOE matrix H “ V `?TW we denote the n-point correlation function by ρpnqT . It is
defined by
ρ
pnq
T pλ1, ..., λnq “
ż
RN´n
ρ
pNq
T pλ1, ...., λN qdλn`1...dλN (2.13)
where ρ
pNq
T is the joint density of the unordered eigenvalues of HT . The n-point correlation functions
of the GOE are denoted by ρ
pnq
GOE and are defined similarly. For the joint eigenvalue density of the
GOE we have the explicit expression
ρ
pNq
GOEpλ1, ..., λN q “
1
Z
pNq
GOE
ź
iăj
|λi ´ λj |e´N
řN
i“1 λ
2
i {4 (2.14)
where Z
pNq
GOE is a normalization constant. Our main result on bulk universality is the following.
Theorem 2.4. Let
HT “ V `
?
TW (2.15)
be a deformed GOE matrix. Suppose that V is pℓ,Gq-regular at E and that N´εG ľ T ľ N εℓ for
some ε ą 0. Let O P C80 pRnq be a test function. Fix a parameter b “ N c{N for any c ą 0 satisfying
5
c ă ε{2. We have,
lim
NÑ8
ż E`b
E´b
ż
Rn
Opα1, ..., αnq
"
1
pρpNqfc,T pEqqn
ρ
pnq
T
¨
˝E1 ` α1
Nρ
pNq
fc,T pEq
, ..., E1 ` αn
Nρ
pNq
fc,T pEq
˛
‚
´ 1pρscpE2qqn ρ
pnq
GOE
ˆ
E2 ` α1
NρscpE2q , ..., E
2 ` αn
NρscpE2q
˙*
dα1...dαn
dE1
2b
“ 0 (2.16)
for any E2 P p´2, 2q.
Remark. The upper bound on the size of the averaging window can be removed as long as it is
contained in IE,G{2 and one replaces ρfc,T pEq by ρfc,T pE1q. This is due to the fact that the macroscopic
density ρfc,T varies on the scale T
´1; see Lemma 3.2 below.
Remark. The scaling factor ρ
pNq
fc,T pEq satisfies c ĺ ρpNqfc,T pEq ĺ C for all large N ; see Lemma 3.2.
For the gap universality we have the following.
Theorem 2.5. Let
HT “ V `
?
TW (2.17)
be a deformed GOE matrix. Suppose that V is pℓ,Gq-regular at E and that GN´ε ľ T ľ N εℓ for some
ε ą 0. There is a cε ą 0 such that the following holds. Let O P C80 pRnq be a test function. Let i be
an index so that the ith classical eigenvalue of HT (defined in (2.12)) lies in IE,G{2. Let i1, ..., in P N
with ik ĺ N cε for each k. Then for N large enough we haveˇˇˇ
ˇEpHT q ”O ´NρpNqfc,T pγT,iqpλi ´ λi`i1q, ..., NρpNqfc,T pγT,iqpλi ´ λi`inq¯ı
´ EGOE rO pNρscpµiqpλi ´ λi`i1q, ..., Nρscpµiqpλi ´ λi`inqqs
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ N´cε . (2.18)
2.4 Bulk universality for deformed Wigner ensembles
In this section we summarize how Theorem 2.4 can be used to prove bulk universality for deformed
Wigner ensembles with a small Wigner component. Deformed Wigner ensembles are of the form
UT :“ V `
?
TW 1 (2.19)
where V is a deterministic diagonal matrix and W 1 is a Wigner matrix. In [22], bulk universality was
proven for such ensembles for T “ 1 by following the three step strategy outlined in Section 1. Using
our result one can use the three step strategy to show that if the density of states of V is bounded
above and away from 0 down to scales ℓ ! T in a window of size G " ?T around E0, then UT
exhibits bulk universality in the averaged n-point correlation sense at the energy E0. As previously
stated, we have shown how to adapt the proof of Step (1) in [21,22] to short times in this paper. The
adaptation of Step (3) to deformed ensembles was also achieved in [22], and the adaptation to small
times is straightforward. We omit it in this paper. This completes the proof of bulk universality for
such ensembles.
The above proof can clearly be extended to the case when V in (2.19) is random and independent of
W 1, as long as the regularity properties are uniformly satisfied with high probability and the empirical
Stieltjes transforms of V are close to some deterministic Stieltjes transform. This is a further simple
modification of the arguments of [22] and we omit the details.
3 Local deformed semicircle law, rigidity and level repulsion
3.1 Conventions and notations
In this subsection we introduce some notation and conventions which will be used throughout the
paper. We introduce two parameters ξ “ ξN and ϕ “ ϕN . We let
a0 ă ξ ĺ A0 log logN, ϕ “ plogpNqqC1 (3.1)
for some constants a0 ą 2, A0 ľ 10 and C1 ą 1.
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Definition 3.1. We say that an event Ω has pξ, νq-high probability, if
PrΩcs ĺ e´νplogpNqqξ , ν ą 0 (3.2)
for all large N . We say that an event Ω1 holds with pξ, νq-high probability on an event Ω2 if
PrΩc1 X Ω2s ĺ e´νplogpNqq
ξ
. (3.3)
3.2 Deformed semicircle law
For reasons that will be clear in Section 4 we modify the definition of HT slightly and introduce
Ht :“ e´t{2V ` p1´ e´tq1{2W. (3.4)
The solution of DBM with initial data V is equal to Ht in law for each t. Up to a trivial rescaling
Ht corresponds to the deformed model HT with T — t, for times t “ op1q. Note that the assumptions
(2.3) on V are essentially invariant under rescaling V Ñ e´t{2V for t “ op1q.
The deformed semicircle law satisfies the equation
m
pNq
fc,t pzq “
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
e´t{2Vi ´ z ´ p1´ e´tqmpNqfc,t pzq
. (3.5)
As above, m
pNq
fc,t is the Stieltjes transform of a measure that has a density ρ
pNq
fc,t that is compactly
supported and analytic on the interior of its support. For notational convenience we will suppress the
superscript and use the notation
mfc,tpzq :“ mpNqfc,t pzq, ρfc,tpEq :“ ρpNqfc,t pEq. (3.6)
When we wish to emphasize the N -dependence we will use m
pNq
fc,t and ρ
pNq
fc,t instead.
We now collect some properties of the density ρfc,t andmfc,t. We will assume that V is pℓ,Gq-regular
at E0. For ω ą 0 satisfying
ω ă ε1{10 (3.7)
where ε1 is the constant appearing in (2.1) we define the time domain
Tω “ tt : ℓNω ĺ t ĺ N´ωGu. (3.8)
We defer the proof of the following lemma to Lemma 7.2 in Section 7.
Lemma 3.2. Fix ω ą 0 and 1 ą q ą 0. There are constants c, C depending only the constants in
(2.3) such that
c ĺ ρfc,tpEq ĺ C, |ρ1fc,tpEq| ĺ
C
t
(3.9)
for all E P IE0,qG, t P Tω, and N large enough (where large enough depends on ω, q and the constants
in (2.3)).
3.3 Local law and rigidity
For any L ľ 12ξ and 0 ă q ă 1 we define the spectral domain
DL,q :“ D1 YD2 (3.10)
where
D1 :“ tz “ E ` iη : E P IE0,qG, ϕL ĺ Nη ĺ 10Nu
D2 :“ tz “ E ` iη : |E| ĺ N5BV , 10N ĺ Nη ĺ N10BV `2u. (3.11)
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The domain D1 is where we prove the local deformed law down to the optimal scale η Á N´1, using
our assumptions on V . On the domain D2 we are only concerned with the behaviour of mN when z
is either far from the real axis or far from the spectrum of Ht.
We define the empirical Stieltjes transform of Ht as
mN,tpzq “ 1
N
tr
ˆ
1
Ht ´ z
˙
. (3.12)
Theorem 3.3. Let Ht be as in (3.4) where V is ℓ-regular on I. Let
ξ “ A0 ` op1q
2
log logN. (3.13)
Fix 0 ă q ă 1. There are constants ν ą 0 and c1 depending on IV , the constants appearing in (2.3),
A0 and C1 in (3.2) and the choice of q, so that the following holds with L ľ 40ξ. For any z P DL,q
and t P Tω
|mN,tpzq ´mpNqfc,t pzq| ĺ pϕqc1ξ
1
Nη
(3.14)
with pξ, νq-high probability for N large enough (here, large enough depends on the choice of ν, ω and
q).
The proof follows closely that of the same result in [21,22]. We summarize the changes in Section
7.
From this local law we derive the following result on the rigidity of the eigenvalues of Ht. We
define the classical eigenvalue location γi,t by
i
N
“
ż γi,t
´8
ρfc,tpuqdu. (3.15)
For a fixed constant q ą 0 satisfying
0 ă q ă 1 (3.16)
and a time t we define the bulk index set by
Aq,t :“ ti : γi,t P IE0,qGu. (3.17)
We abbreviate
λi,t :“ λipHtq (3.18)
where λipAq denotes the ith largest eigenvalue of a matrix A. The following lemma shows that the
definition of Aq,t is essentially independent of the chosen time t.
Lemma 3.4. Let 0 ă q1 ă q2 ă 1 and ω ą 0. Then for N large enough, we have for all s, t P Tω,
Aq1,s Ď Aq2,t. (3.19)
We defer the proof to Section 7.
Theorem 3.5. Fix 1 ą q ą 0. There are constants ν ą 0 and c4 ą 0 depending on IV , A0, a0, C1
and the choice of q such that the following holds. For i P Aq,t we have
|λi,t ´ γi,t| ĺ pϕqc4ξ 1
N
(3.20)
with pξ, νq-high probability for all t P Tω.
Deducing Theorem 3.5 from Theorem 3.3 is a minor modification of the usual approach given in,
for example, [8], and so we will not provide all of the details. This is sketched in Section 7.3.
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3.4 Level repulsion estimates
The following level repulsion estimates will be an important tool for our proof. The proof is given in
Section 5.
Theorem 3.6. Let δ ą 0 and r ą 0 and let λi,t denote the eigenvalues of the deformed GOE matrix
Ht with V pℓ,Gq-regular at E0. Fix ω ą 0 and 1 ą q ą 0. For t P Tω and i P Aq,t we have:
Pr|λi,t ´ λi`1,t| ĺ ε{N s ĺ N δε2´r (3.21)
4 Optimal speed of convergence of Dyson Brownian motion
4.1 The approximating GOE ensemble and statement of result
In this section we implement our main strategy in proving gap universality with a fixed label by
approximating Ht by a GOE matrix around a fixed eigenvalue. Let W˜ be a GOE matrix. We denote
the semicircle law by
ρscpxq :“ 1t|x|ĺ2u
?
4´ x2
2π
(4.1)
and the semicircle law for aW˜ ` b by
ρpa,bqsc pxq :“ 1t|x´b|ĺ2au
a
4a2 ´ px´ bq2
2a2π
. (4.2)
The classical eigenvalues µ
pa,bq
k are defined by
k
N
“
ż µpa,bqk
´2a`b
ρpa,bqsc puqdu (4.3)
and we abbreviate µk “ µp1,0qk . The following lemma shows that at a fixed time we can locally
approximate the classical eigenvalues of Ht by those of a GOE matrix. We omit the proof as it is
elementary. The only ingredients are the bounds of Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 4.1. Let k0 P Aq,t be a bulk index, and t P Tω. Fix α ą 0 and let j0 satisfy αN ĺ j0 ĺ
p1´ αqN . Let a and b be
a “ ρscpµj0q
ρfc,tpγk0,tq
, b “ γk0,t ´ aµj0 . (4.4)
Then there is a constant C depending only on α and the constants in (2.3) so that
|µpa,bqj`j0 ´ γj`k0,t| ĺ
C
N
, for |j| ĺ
?
Nt (4.5)
In the following we will implement a coupling argument to match the eigenvalue gaps of Ht by
those of a GOE matrix down to a scale N´1´ε. We define λˆi as the solutions to the SDEs
dλˆiptq “
c
2
N
dBi `
˜
1
N
ÿ
k‰i
1
λˆiptq ´ λˆkptq
´ 1
2
λˆiptq
¸
dt (4.6)
with initial data
λˆip0q “ λipV q (4.7)
the ordered eigenvalues of V . For each fixed time t the vector λˆ is distributed as λpHtq. Fixing a time
t0 ą 0 we define µˆiptq for t ľ t0 as the solution to the SDE
dµˆiptq “
c
2
N
dBi`k0´j0 `
˜
1
N
ÿ
k‰i
1
µˆiptq ´ µˆkptq ´
1
2
µˆiptq
¸
dt (4.8)
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with initial data µˆipt0q “ λipaW˜ ` bq with W˜ a GOE matrix and constants a and b which will be
chosen according to Lemma 4.1. The Brownian motions appearing above are the same as in equation
(4.6). This idea of coupling two DBMs originated in [6] and is crucial to our work.
For fixed times t the vector µˆ is distributed as the eigenvalues of atW˜ ` bt with deterministic
constants at and bt which are easily computed and satisfy c ĺ at ĺ C and |bt| ĺ C.
The goal of the remainder of the section is the proof of the following theorem on the differences of
the gaps pλˆi ´ λˆjqptq ´ pµˆi`j0´k0 ´ µˆj`j0´k0qptq for a time t “ t0 `N ε´1.
Theorem 4.2. There exists universal constants a ą 0 and c1 ą 0 such that the following holds. Let
V be pℓ,Gq-regular at E0. Let λˆptq be the solution to the SDE (4.6) with initial data V as described
above. Fix ω ą 0, 1 ą q ą 0 and let t0 “ N τ0{N P Tω. Fix a bulk index k0 P Aq,t0, α ą 0 and choose
a, b, j0 as in Lemma 4.1 for t “ t0, and let W˜ be a GOE matrix independent of Ht0 . Let µˆ be the
solution of (4.8) with initial data aW˜ ` b at time t0 as described above.
Let 0 ă ω1 ĺ τ0. Then, there is an event F with probability PrFs ľ 1 ´ N´c1ω1 on which the
following holds.
|λˆj`k0pt0 ` tq´λˆj1`k0pt0 ` tq ´ pµˆj`j0pt0 ` tq ´ µˆj1`j0pt0 ` tqq| ĺ
1
N aω
1`1 ,
for |j| ` |j1| ĺ Nω1{4000, and t P
«
Nω
1{10 ´Nω1{30
N
,
Nω
1{10
N
ff
(4.9)
Over the next few subsections we will establish the estimates we will need to prove Theorem 4.2.
In the last subsection we will provide the proof. The strategy is roughly as follows. Due to the fact
that we have coupled the DBM of both ensembles, their differences satisfy a system of difference
equations. The Ho¨lder regularity result for such parabolic systems of [15] states that such solutions
(neglecting edge effects) v satisfy an estimate of the form |viptq´ vi`1ptq| ĺ N´ε||vp0q||8 after a short
time t. If we knew that the classical eigenvalue locations of our two ensembles matched throughout the
spectrum then by the optimal rigidity results we would have ||vp0q||8 ĺ N´1`ε{2 with overwhelming
probability, and we would deduce that the gaps of the two ensembles coincide. However, as we only
have the matching for roughly N c eigenvalues we will have to cut off the non-matching eigenvalues.
While this cut-off disrupts the location of the eigenvalues, the gaps remain unchanged down to a scale
N´1´ε. However, due to the cut-off, the differences of the two eigenvalues will only be an approximate
solution to the system of difference equations that we have the parabolic regularity result for. The
error term will be controlled by the finite speed of propagation estimates obtained in [15], and we
will see that the parabolic regularity result in fact applies to our approximate solution as well. We
therefore obtain the desired statement about the gaps.
4.2 Rescaling, time shift and regularization
It is natural to rescale the problem and work in the microscopic scaling. We remark that we only work
in microscopic coordinates for the proof of Theorem 4.2. In all other sections of this paper we state
and prove our results in the macroscopic scaling in which the typical distance between consecutive
eigenvalues is Op1{Nq. For this proof we also introduce a time shift and a relabeling which sets
t0 “ k0 “ j0 “ 0. To be more precise, we define the variables
xjptq “ Nλˆk0`jpt0 `N´1tq, yjptq “ Nµˆj0`jpt0 `N´1tq. (4.10)
They satisfy the stochastic differential equations
dxkptq “
?
2dBk `
ÿ
j‰k
1
xkptq ´ xjptqdt´
1
2N
xkptqdt (4.11)
dykptq “
?
2dBk `
ÿ
j‰k
1
ykptq ´ yjptqdt´
1
2N
ykptqdt (4.12)
where Bk are independent Brownian motions. Note that the Bk for the xk’s and yk’s are the same.
We first show the existence of a set Gδ of good paths on which rigidity holds for the eigenvalues
xk and yk.
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Lemma 4.3. Let ω1 be as in the statement of Theorem 4.2. For any δ ą 0 there is an event Gδ with
PrGδs ľ 1´N´100 for all large N such that the following holds.
c|i´ j| ĺ |xiptq ´ xjptq| ĺ C|i´ j|, |i´ j| ľ Nω1δ, |i| ` |j| ĺ GN1´ω{20, 0 ĺ t ĺ GN1´ω{2
(4.13)
|xiptq ´ xjptq| ĺ CNω1δ|i´ j|, |i| ` |j| ĺ GN1´ω{20, 0 ĺ t ĺ GN1´ω{2,
(4.14)
and also the same estimates with the xj’s replaced by yj’s. The constants c, C depend only on the
constants appearing in (2.3). Also on Gδ
Im rmN pE ` iηqs ĺ C, E P Iq,G, 5 ľ η ľ N δ{2{N (4.15)
and the same for the Stieltjes transform of the matching GOE ensemble.
Proof. The result for the xj’s for fixed times t on a set of high probability follows from the rigidity
estimates of Theorem 3.5. The extension to all times is a minor stochastic continuity argument almost
identical to the proof of Lemma 9.3 in [15], with the input of the level repulsion bounds of Theorem
3.6. The result for the yj’s is similar.
We will also need to regularize the dynamics.We define the regularized eigenvalues as the solution
to the equations
dxˆk “
?
2dBk `
ÿ
j‰k
1
xkptq ´ xjptq ` εkj dt´
1
2N
xˆkptqdt, xˆkp0q “ xkp0q, (4.16)
The constant εkj is defined as εkj “ ε for k ą j and εkj “ ´ε for k ă j. Here ε “ N´500. We make
the same definition for the yk’s and introduce the regularized yˆk’s.
The following lemma is based on [6]. The main inputs are the level repulsion estimates stated in
Theorem 3.6.
Lemma 4.4. Choose ε as
ε “ N´500 (4.17)
Then there is an event F1 with probability PrF1s ľ 1´N´100 on which
|xˆkptq ´ xkptq| ĺ N´20 (4.18)
for every k with k ` k0 P Aq,t0 and all 0 ĺ t ĺ G2N1´ω{2.
Proof. The rescaled difference qiptq :“ et{p2Nqpxiptq ´ xˆiptqq satisfies the equation
dqi “ Ωiptqdt, with Ωiptq “ et{p2Nq
ÿ
j‰i
εij
pxiptq ´ xjptqqpxiptq ´ xjptq ` εijq . (4.19)
We bound
E sup
0ĺtĺG2N1´ω{2
ˇˇˇ
ˇż t
0
Ωipsqds
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ N2 sup
0ĺtĺG2N1´ω{2
sup
jPti´1,iu
ˆ
E
1
|xi ´ xj|3{2
˙2{3ˆ
E
ε3
|xi ´ xj ` εij |3
˙1{3
.
(4.20)
By (3.21), as we have restricted our attention to i` k0 P Aq,t, we haveˆ
E
1
|xi ´ xi`1|3{2
˙2{3
ĺ N (4.21)
and for any r ą 0ˆ
E
ε3
|xi`1 ´ xi ` ε|3
˙1{3
ĺ
ˆ
E
ε2´r
|xi`1 ´ xi ` ε|2´r
˙1{3
ĺ Nεp2´rq{3| log ε|1{3. (4.22)
The claim then follows from the Markov inequality and our choice of ε.
For the yk’s we have even better level repulsion and so Lemma 4.4 holds for the yk’s as well.
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4.3 Cut-off of non-matching eigenvalues
Let now ω1 ą 0 be as in the statement of Theorem 4.2 and let
K “ Nω1{2. (4.23)
Define x˜j for |j| ĺ K by
dx˜jptq “
?
2dBj `
ÿ
l‰k,|l|ĺK
1
xjptq ´ xlptq ` εjldt´
1
2N
x˜jptqdt, x˜jp0q “ xjp0q, (4.24)
and a similar definition for y˜j . We prove the following lemma to control the effect of the cut-off. The
main inputs are the level repulsion estimates of Theorem 3.6 and the rigidity estimates of Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.5. Let 1{2 ą δ ą 0, and t1 ĺ GN1´ω{2. There is an event F2,δ with PrF2,δs ľ 1´K´δ{10
on which the following estimates hold. We have,
sup
0ĺtĺt1
|xˆaptq ´ xˆbptq ´ px˜aptq ´ x˜bptqq| ĺ K
δpt1 ` 1q|a´ b|
pK ´ |a| ` 1q1{2pK ´ |b| ` 1q1{2 (4.25)
for all |a| ĺ |b| ĺ K, and then same the estimates changing xˆj for xj , and also the same estimates
for the yj’s.
Proof. By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 we can assume that Gδ and F1 hold. Define for |i| ĺ K,
wiptq “ et{p2Nqpxˆaptq ´ xˆbptq ´ px˜aptq ´ x˜bptqqq (4.26)
to be the rescaled difference. We have,
wiptq “
ż t
0
es{p2Nq
ÿ
|j|ąK
xapsq ´ xbpsq
pxapsq ´ xjpsq ` εajqpxbpsq ´ xjpsq ` εbjqds
“
ż t
0
es{p2Nq
ÿ
K`Kδľ|j|ąK
xapsq ´ xbpsq
pxapsq ´ xjpsq ` εajqpxbpsq ´ xjpsq ` εbjqds
`
ż t
0
es{p2Nq
ÿ
|j|ąK`Kδ
xapsq ´ xbpsq
pxapsq ´ xjpsq ` εajqpxbpsq ´ xjpsq ` εbjqds
“ A1 `A2. (4.27)
We have split the sum into the terms involving j near the edge K and those with j away from the
edge K. We will use rigidity to estimate the terms away from K and the level repulsion estimates for
those near K. For A2 we get, using Cauchy-Schwartz,
|A2| ĺ CKδ|a´ b|
ż t
0
¨
˝ ÿ
|j|ąK`Kδ
1
|xjpsq ´ xapsq|2
˛
‚1{2
¨
˝ ÿ
|j|ąK`Kδ
1
|xjpsq ´ xbpsq|2
˛
‚1{2 ds. (4.28)
We have the estimateÿ
|j|ąK`Kδ
1
|xjpsq ´ xapsq|2 ĺ
Kδ
K ´ |a| ` 1Im rmN pxapsq`iK
δ{2pK´|a|`1q{Nqs ĺ K
2δ
K ´ |a| ` 1 . (4.29)
Hence,
|A2| ĺ K
3δ|a´ b|pt1 ` 1q
pK ´ |a| ` 1q1{2pK ´ |b| ` 1q1{2 . (4.30)
We estimate A1 by
|A1| ĺ K
4δ|a´ b|
K ´ |a| ` 1
ż t1
0
1
pxKpsq ´ xK`1psq ´ εq2 `
1
px´Kpsq ´ x´K´1psq ` εq2ds (4.31)
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We have estimated the terms ||j| ´K| ĺ Kδ using, for j near K,
|xapsq ´ xjpsq ` εaj | ľ K´δpK ´ |a| ` 1q|xKpsq ´ xK`1psq ´ ε| (4.32)
and also
|xbpsq ´ xjpsq ` εbj | ľ |xKpsq ´ xK`1psq ´ ε| (4.33)
and then similar estimates for j near ´K. We have
E
„ż t1
0
1
pxKpsq ´ xK`1psq ´ εq2

ĺ t1Kδ (4.34)
by the level repulsion estimate (3.21) and the same for ´K. By the Markov inequality there is an
event of probability at least 1 ´ K´δ on which it less than t1K2δ. This yields the estimate for the
x˜k’s. Since the event F1 of Lemma 4.4 holds we also get the estimate for differences of the xk’s and
xˆk’s. The same proof works for the yk’s.
Let uaptq “ et{p2Nqpx˜aptq ´ y˜aptqq, |a| ĺ K. For u we have the equation
dujptq “ et{p2Nq
ÿ
l‰j,|l|ĺK
Bjlptqpxjptq ´ xlptq ´ pyjptq ´ ylptqqqdt
“
ÿ
l‰j,|l|ĺK
Bjlptqpujptq ´ ulptqqdt` ξjptqdt (4.35)
where
ξjptq “ et{p2Nq
ÿ
l‰j,|l|ĺK
Bjlptqppxjptq ´ xlptqq ´ px˜jptq ´ x˜lptqq ´ pyjptq ´ ylptqq ´ py˜jptq ´ y˜lptqq (4.36)
and
Bjlptq “ 1pxjptq ´ xlptq ` εjlqpyjptq ´ ylptq ` εjlq . (4.37)
Let vj , |j| ĺ K be the solution to
dvjptq “
ÿ
l‰j,|l|ĺK
Bjlptqpvjptq ´ vlptqqdt (4.38)
with initial data
vjp0q “ ujp0q. (4.39)
By the Duhamel formula we have
uaptq ´ vaptq “
ż t
0
ÿ
|p|ĺK
U pBqap ps, tqξppsqds (4.40)
where U pBq is the semigroup associated to the equation (4.38), and U pBqij denote its matrix elements.
To estimate the RHS we require the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.6. Let δ ą 0 and 0 ĺ t1 ĺ GN1´ω{2. There is an event F3,δ with probability at least
PrF3,δs ľ 1´K´δ{50 so that the following estimates hold.
|ξaptq| ĺ p1` t1qK
δ
K ´ |a| ` 1p|Ba,a`1ptq| ` |Ba,a´1ptq|q (4.41)
for every |a| ĺ K and 0 ĺ t ĺ t1.
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Proof. Let δ ą 0. We can assume that the events Gδ, F1 and F2,δ of Lemmas 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 hold.
Proceeding directly from the definition, we estimate the numerator using Lemma 4.5 and obtain
|ξaptq| ĺ 2p1` t1q K
δ
pK ´ |a| ` 1q1{2
ÿ
j‰a,|j|ĺK
Ba,j
|a´ j|
pK ´ |j| ` 1q1{2
ĺ 2p1` t1qp|Ba,a`1| ` |Ba,a´1|q
ˆ
Kδ
K ´ |a| ` 1K
2δ
` K
δ
pK ´ |a| ` 1q1{2
ÿ
|j´a|ľKδ
1
|a´ j|pK ´ |j| ` 1q1{2
˙
(4.42)
where we have used Lemma 4.3 in the last step to estimate the terms |a´ j| ľ Kδ, |j| ĺ K. We now
estimate the sumÿ
|j|ĺK
1
|a´ j|pK ´ |j| ` 1q1{2 ĺ
ÿ
|j|ĺK,K´|a|`1ľ2pK´|j|`1q
1
|a´ j|pK ´ |j| ` 1q1{2
`
ÿ
|j|ĺK,K´|a|`1ĺ2pK´|j|`1q,j‰a
1
|a´ j|pK ´ |j| ` 1q1{2 “: A1 `A2. (4.43)
Clearly,
A2 ĺ CpK ´ |a| ` 1q1{2 logpKq. (4.44)
For A1 note that if pK ´ |a| ` 1q{2 ľ pK ´ |j| ` 1q then |j| ´ |a| ľ pK ´ |a| ` 1q{2 and so
A1 ĺ CpK ´ |a| ` 1q1{2
ÿ
|j|‰a,|j|ĺK
1
|a´ j|1{2pK ´ |j| ` 1q1{2
ĺ CpK ´ |a| ` 1q1{2
ÿ
|j|‰a,|j|ĺK
1
|a´ j| `
1
K ´ |j| ` 1 ĺ
C logpKq
pK ´ |a| ` 1q1{2 . (4.45)
This yields the claim.
4.4 Finite speed of propogation and Ho¨lder regularity
We require the following finite speed of propogation estimate, the proof of which is a minor modification
of the proof of Lemma 9.6 of [15].
Lemma 4.7. Fix δ1 ą 0 and δ2 ą 0 and 0 ĺ t1 ĺ GN1´ω{2. Suppose that
Bij ľ K
´δ1
|i´ j|2 (4.46)
and
sup
0ĺMĺK
1
1` t1
ż t1
0
1
M
ÿ
|i|ĺM
ÿ
|j|ĺM
Bijpsqds ĺ CKδ2 (4.47)
hold. Then for any 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ t1 we have the estimate
U pBqap ps, tq ĺ
CKδ2`2δ1`1{2
?
t1 ` 1
|p´ a| ` 1 (4.48)
We can now estimate the difference between uptq and vptq. Again, we will rely crucially on the
level repulsion estimates of Theorem 3.6.
Lemma 4.8. Let δ ą 0 and 0 ĺ t1 ĺ GN1´ω{2. For every |a| ĺ K1{2, there is an event F4,δ,a with
PrF4,δ,as ľ 1´K´δ{500 on which
sup
0ĺtĺt1
|uaptq ´ vaptq| ĺ p1` t1q
5{2Kδ
K1{2
. (4.49)
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Proof. In order to apply Lemma 4.7, we must check that the conditions (4.46)-(4.47) are satisfied
on a set of high probability. Without the supremum, (4.47) with exponent δ ą 0 holds on a set of
probability at least 1 ´ K´δ{3 for fixed M . The supremum can be replaced by a dyadic choice of
M “ 2k for k ĺ C logN . Hence we have that (4.47) holds with exponent δ ą 0 on a set of probability
at least 1 ´K´δ{4. The condition (4.46) is a consequence of rigidity (Lemma 4.3) which holds on a
set of much higher probability. Let F4 be the event that all of this holds as well as the event F3,δ of
Lemma 4.6. Then PrF4s ľ 1´K´δ{60. From (4.40) we have, for all times 0 ĺ t ĺ t1,
|uaptq ´ vaptq| ĺ
ÿ
|p|ĺK
ż t1
0
|U pBqa,p ps, tq||ξppsq|ds. (4.50)
Using the estimates that hold on F4 provided by the previous two lemmas we get
E
»
–1F4 ÿ
|p|ĺK
ż t1
0
|U pBqa,p ps, t1qξppsq|
fi
fl ĺ 2p1` t1q5{2K4δ`1{2 ÿ
|p|ĺK`1
sup
0ĺtĺt1
ErBp,p`1ptqs
p|a´ p| ` 1qpK ´ |p| ` 1q
ĺ p1` t1q5{2 K
5δ
K1{2
. (4.51)
Hence, there is an event of probability at least 1 ´ K´δ on which the RHS of (4.50) is less than
K6δ´1{2p1` t1q5{2. This yields the claim.
We now state the Ho¨lder regularity theorem (Theorem 10.3 of [15]) from which Theorem 4.2 will
follow. In order to do so, we need to introduce the following two conditions.
(C1)ρ1 At time σ we have
sup
0ĺsĺσ1
sup
1ĺMĺK
1
1` |s´ σ1|
ż σ1
s
1
M
ÿ
|i|ĺK
ÿ
|j|ĺK
Bijpuqdu ĺ Kρ1 (4.52)
for every σ1 P tσΞ` σu where
Ξ “ t´2´mp1` 2´kq : 0 ĺ k ĺ m ĺ C logNu (4.53)
(C2)ρ2 For every 0 ĺ s ĺ σ we have
Bijpsq ľ K
´ρ2
|i´ j|2 (4.54)
and
c
|i´ j|2 ĺ Bijpsq ĺ
C
|i´ j|2 , for |i´ j| ľ C
1Nρ2 (4.55)
Theorem 4.9. There is a universal constant a ą 0 such that the following holds. Let vptq be a solution
to the equation (4.38). Let c3 ą 0 be given, and let σ P rKc3 ,K1´c3s. Suppose that pC1qρ1 and pC2qρ2
hold for ρ1 and ρ2 small enough depending on c3. Then we have
sup
|j|`|j1|ĺσ2{3
|vjptq ´ vj1ptq| ĺ Cσ´a||vp0q||8 (4.56)
for all t P rσ ´ σ1{3, σs.
4.5 Proof of Theorem 4.2
Recall our choice of K “ Nω1{2. Let t1 “ K1{10 and δ “ 1{10. By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.8 there is an
event F4 with probability PrF4s ľ 1´K´1{2000 on which
sup
|j|`|j1|ĺK1{2000
sup
0ĺtĺt1
|xjptq ´ xj1ptq ´ pyjptq ´ yj1ptqq ´ pvjptq ´ vj1ptqq| ĺ 1
K1{10
, (4.57)
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where vj was defined in (4.38). We now apply Theorem 4.9 to the difference vjptq ´ vj1ptq. We take
c3 “ 1{10. By Lemma 4.3 we know that pC2qρ2 occurs on a set of high probability. The other condition
pC1qρ1 occurs on a set of probability at least 1 ´ K´ρ1{4. If there were no double supremum this
would follow immediately from the level repulsion bounds (3.21) and Markov’s inequality. The double
supremum can be replaced by a dyadic choice of s “ 2´aσ and M “ 2b for integers a, b ĺ C logN .
Hence we see that there is a constant c1 s.t. on an event of probability at least 1´K´c1 we have
sup
|j|`|j1|ĺK1{30
|vjptq ´ vj1ptq| ĺ CK´a{10||vp0q||8. (4.58)
for t P rK1{10 ´ K1{30,K1{10s. By the rigidity estimates for Ht0 and Hˆt0 and our choice of a and b
(recall Lemma 4.1) we have that ||vp0q||8 ĺ Ka{20 on a set of high probability. This concludes the
proof of the theorem.
5 Level repulsion estimates: proof of Theorem 3.6
In this section we prove Theorem 3.6. Previous level repulsion estimates for Wigner ensembles were
obtained in [11]. These estimates required a smoothness condition for the law of the entries ofW . The
dependence of the estimates on the smoothness of the matrix entries was analyzed in the work [6]. As
a result, the smoothness condition could be relaxed at the cost of introducing an extra error prefactor
in the level repulsion estimates depending on the size of the smoothness component of the matrix
entries.
Due to the smoothness condition on the matrix entries, the estimates obtained in [6, 11] are not
sufficient for our purposes. If we were interested only in times t “ N´ε for small ε ą 0, then these
estimates would suffice. As we are interested in much smaller times, we must obtain new estimates.
Our overall strategy is similar to the method of [11] but we will take advantage of the fact that the
Wigner part of our ensemble is a GOE matrix which allows us to explicitly compute the expectations
of Green’s function elements that arise in the proof.
We remark that a form of level repulsion was obtained in [24, 27] for Wigner ensembles under
no smoothness assumptions on the matrix elements. However, the estimates obtained are not strong
enough for our methods. As an additional remark, we note that gap universality implies a weak form
of level repulsion; still, such an estimate resulting from gap universality would not be enough for our
proof.
The estimates we will obtain are not completely optimal but will suffice for our purposes. In this
section, it will be more notationally convenient to work with the definition
HT “ V `
?
TW. (5.1)
Before we proceed we remark that we have switched back to the macroscoping scaling, so that the
typical distance between eigenvalues is Op1{Nq, instead of the microscoping scaling which was only
used in the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 3.6 will be derived as a consequence of the following theorem. For a 1{2 ą ε ą 0 and
E P IE0,qG let
Iε :“ rE ´ ε{N,E ` ε{N s (5.2)
Theorem 5.1. For k “ 1, 2, and 1 ą q ą 0 and all δ ą 0, r ą 0 we have for E P IE0,qG,
PrNIε ľ ks ĺ N δεkpk`1q{2 (5.3)
Proof. Our starting point is the inequality
PrNIε ľ 1s ĺ ε2ErpIm rmN pE ` iηqsq2s ĺ
ε2
N2
ÿ
i,j
Er|Gii||Gjj |s ĺ ε
2
N2
ÿ
i,j
Er|Gii|2s1{2Er|Gjj|2s1{2 (5.4)
where Nη “ ε. We will compute the expectations appearing on the right.
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We have the formula
Gii “
˜
Vi `
?
Twii ´ E ´ iη ´
ÿ
j
djξj ´ i
ÿ
j
cjξj
¸´1
(5.5)
where
cj “ ε
N2pλpiqj ´ Eq2 ` ε2
, dj “
Npλpiqj ´ Eq
N2pλpiqj ´ Eq2 ` ε2
(5.6)
and
ξj “ N
¨
˝ ÿ
k,k‰i
hiku
pjq
k
˛
‚2 (5.7)
where hik “ Viδik `
?
Twik are the entries of HT , u
pjq is the jth normalized eigenvector of the ith
minor of HT and λ
piq
j is the jth eigenvalue of the ith minor.
From the formula
i
a
“
ż 8
0
eiuadu, Im ras ą 0 (5.8)
we have
|Gii|2 “
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
exp
«
´pu` vq
ÿ
j
cjξj ` ipu´ vq
ÿ
j
djξj ` ipu´ vqpE ´ Vi ´
?
Twiiq ´ pu` vqη
ff
dudv.
(5.9)
We denote by Ei the expectation over the ith row of W . This is a Gaussian integral which we can
compute explicitly, as conditionally on H
piq
T , the variables xj “
ř
k‰iN
1{2hiku
pjq
k are independent
Gaussian random variables with variance T . Hence,
Eir|Gii|2s “
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
ż
RN
exp
„
´
N´1ÿ
j“1
x2j
2
p1` 2T pu` vqcj ` ipu´ vq2Tdjq
´ y2 ` ipu´ vqpE ´ Vi ´
?
2TN´1{2yq ´ pu` vqη

dydx
p2πqN{2dudv
“
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
e´pu´vq
2 T
2N
´pu`vqη`ipu´vqpE´Viqś
lp1` 2T pu` vqcl ` i2T pu´ vqdlq1{2
dudv. (5.10)
Note that we also integrated out the variable wii. After the change of variables 2T pu`v, u´vq Ñ pu, vq
this becomes
Eir|Gii|2|s “ 1
4T 2
ż 8
0
du
ż 8
´8
dv
e´v
2 1
8NT
´uηp2T q´1`ivpE´Viqp2T q´1ś
lp1` ucl ` ivdlq1{2
. (5.11)
Let 1 ą q1 ą q. We let Gδ,i be the event
Gδ,i :“
!ˇˇˇ
tl : λlpHpiqT q P Iεu
ˇˇˇ
ĺ N δ{10
)
(5.12)
We know that Gδ,i holds with pξ, νq-high probability. Furthermore, Gδ,i is independent of the ith row
and column of HT . Let us first get a bound for Er1Gc
δ,i
|Gii|2s. On this event we know that there are
at least 4 eigenvalues in Iε and so there are at least 4 indices αj s.t. cαj ľ ε´1. Choosing such indices
we bound
1Gcδ,iEir|Gii|2s ĺ
C1Gcδ,i
T 2
ż 8
0
1ś3
j“1 |1` cαju|1{2
duˆ
ż 8
´8
e´v
2{pNT qdv
ĺ NC1Gc
δ,i
ε (5.13)
by our choice of cαj . Hence,
Er1Gcδ,i |Gii|2s ĺ εNCe´ν logpNq
ξ ĺ ε. (5.14)
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We now work on the event Gδ,i. Our goal is to obtain
Er1Gδ,i |Gii|2s ĺ
1
pVi ´ Eq2 ` T 2N
δε´1´r. (5.15)
This will be the result of obtaining two bounds on the integral on the RHS of (5.11) and taking the
minimum at the end. We begin the derivation of the first bound. We choose distinct indices αi and
βi and use the bound
1Gδ,iEir|Gii|2s ĺ 1Gδ,i
1
4T 2
ż 8
0
du
1
|1` cα1u|1{2|1` cα2u|1{2|1` cα3u|r
ˆ
ż 8
´8
dv
1
p1` |dβ1v|q1{2p1` |dβ2v|q1{2p1` |dβ3v|qr
. (5.16)
We now define a random variable ∆1 as follows. On the complement of Gδ,i it is 0. If Gδ,i holds and
there are at least 20 eigenvalues of H
piq
T greater than E ` ε{N we set it equal to N |λlpHpiqT q ´ E|
where l is the index of the 20th such eigenvalue (i.e., the smallest l s.t. λl´20pHpiqT q is still greater
than E ` ε{N). If Gδ,i holds and there are less than 20 eigenvalues greater than E ` ε{N then there
are at least 20 eigenvalues less than E ´ ε{N and we set it equal to N |λlpHpiqT q ´ E| where l is the
index of the 20th such eigenvalue. If Gδ,i holds and ∆1 ă 1 we instead redefine it so ∆1 “ 1 (this is
just so M Ñ ∆M1 is increasing). By rigidity, the decay of the entries of W and our assumption that
||V || ĺ NBV it is easy to see that
Er∆M1 s ĺ N δ (5.17)
for anyM ľ 1 and δ ą 0. By definition of Gδ,i we can always find distinct indices so that cαi ľ ε{p2∆21q
and |dβi | ľ p2∆1q´1 (for example, take αi so that λαi are the closest eigenvalues to E and then the
βi’s to be the next eigenvalues that are closest to E but outside the interval Iε). With this choice we
get from (5.16) that
Er1Gδ,i |Gii|2s ĺ
1
T 2
ε´1´rEr∆41s ĺ
1
T 2
ε´1´rN δ. (5.18)
For the other bound we start with the expression on the RHS of (5.11) and integrate by parts in v
twice using
´2T i
E ´ Vi
d
dv
eivpE´Viqp2T q
´1 “ eivpE´Viqp2T q´1 (5.19)
both times. Using pNT q´1 ĺ 1, we bound the resulting integral by
1Gδ,iEir|Gii|2s ĺ
C1Gδ,i
pVi ´ Eq2
ż 8
0
du
ż 8
´8
dv
1ś
l |1` ucl ` ivdl|1{2
ˆ
¨
˝1` |v|2 ` |v|ÿ
j
|dj |
|1` ucj ` ivdj | `
ÿ
j,k
|dj |
|1` ucj ` ivdj |
|dk|
|1` uck ` ivdk|
˛
‚. (5.20)
Define the random set of indices
Fδ :“ tl : |λlpHpiqT q ´ E| ĺ N δ´1u. (5.21)
Note that by rigidity we have that
Er|Fδ|M s ĺ N2δM (5.22)
for any M ľ 1.
By the Schwarz inequality we have
1Gδ,iEir|Gii|2s ĺ
C1Gδ,i
pVi ´ Eq2
ż 8
0
du
ż 8
´8
dv
1ś
l |1` ucl ` ivdl|1{2
ˆ
¨
˝1` |v|2 ` ÿ
j,kPFδ
|dj |
|1` ucj ` ivdj |
|dk|
|1` uck ` ivdk| `
ÿ
j,kRFδ
|dj |
|1` ucj ` ivdj |
|dk|
|1` uck ` ivdk|
˛
‚
“: A1 `A2 `A3 `A4 (5.23)
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The argument above leading to the bound (5.18) yields
ErA1s ĺ 1pVi ´Eq2N
δε´1´r (5.24)
i.e., we bound A1 by the RHS of (5.16) except that we have a prefactor of pVi ´Eq´2 instead of T´2.
The term A2 can be bounded similarly; to be more precise, it is bounded by the same thing as (5.16)
(with of course T´2 replaced by pVi ´Eq´2) except we take 4 additional dβi ’s for the denominator to
deal with the v2 in the numerator. We get
ErA2s ĺ 1pVi ´Eq2N
δε´1´r (5.25)
We next handle A4. Define the random variable
Qδ :“ 1
N
ÿ
jRFδ
1
|λpiqj ´ E|
. (5.26)
We have the following bound which is a consequence of rigidity and the proof of Lemma 7.5:
ErQMδ s ĺ N2Mδ (5.27)
We provide the proof of this in Lemma 5.3 below. Repeating the argument as before we then get that
ErA4s ĺ 1pVi ´Eq2ErQ
2
δ∆
4
1s ĺ N10δ (5.28)
where we have used the Schwarz inequality in the last step together with (5.17) and (5.27).
The double sum in A3 contains only |Fδ|2 terms. Since we have (5.22) we will just bound each
term individually. We have,
1Gδ,i
ż 8
0
du
ż 8
´8
dv
1ś
l |1` ucl ` ivdl|1{2
|dj |
|1` ucj ` ivdj |
|dk|
|1` uck ` ivdk|
ĺ1Gδ,i
ż 8
0
du
1
p1` cα1uq1{2p1` cα2uqrp1` ucjq1{4p1` uckq1{4
ˆ
ż 8
´8
dv
|djdk|
p1` |djv|q1{2p1` |dkv|q1{2p1` |dβv|qr
“: Ajk (5.29)
Observe that due to the extra terms appearing in the denominator of the djdk terms of (5.23) it is
possible to make the choice α1 “ j or k in the above inequality. This will be important later when
we deal with the event tNIε ľ 2u. Let us first do the u integration. The region of integration is split
into two parts: r0,8q “ r0, ε20sY rε20,8q. In the first region we bound the integrand by 1. The latter
integral we bound by ż 8
ε20
1
c
1{2
α1 c
r
α2
c
1{4
j c
1{4
k u
1`r
du ĺ ε
´20r
c
1{2
α1 c
r
α2
c
1{4
j c
1{4
k
. (5.30)
Performing a similar split for the v integration we get the bound
Ajk ĺ pε10 ` ε
´20r
c
1{2
α1 c
r
α2
c
1{4
j c
1{4
k
qpε10 ` ε
´20r|dj |1{2|dk|1{2
|dβ|r q ĺ ε
5N δ∆41` ε´50r´1{2∆41
|dj |1{2
c
1{4
j
|dk|1{2
c
1{4
k
. (5.31)
We have used the definition of Gδ,i to choose cαi ľ ε{p2∆21q and |dβ| ľ p2∆1q´1. Note also by the
definition of Fδ that cj , ck ľ εN´δ. We have used this bound for cj and ck, as well as the bound
|dl| ĺ ε´1 which holds for any l, to bound the other terms that arise when the LHS of (5.31) is
expanded (i.e., the terms of the form ε10|dj |1{2|dk|1{2{|dβ|r, etc.). Observe that
|dl|2
cl
ĺ 1
ε
(5.32)
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for any l. We have therefore derived the bound
ErA4s ĺ N2δε´1´50r 1pVi ´ Eq2Er|Fδ |
2p∆41qs ĺ N8δε´1´50r
1
pVi ´ Eq2 (5.33)
where we have used the Schwarz inequality and (5.17), (5.22).
Collecting everything we get
Er1Gδ,i |Gii|2s ĺ
1
pVi ´ Eq2 ` T 2N
11δε´1´50r, (5.34)
i.e., we have derived (5.15). As a consequence of (the proof of) Lemma 7.5 we have
1
N
ÿ
i
1a
pVi ´ Eq2 ` T 2
ĺ N δ. (5.35)
Therefore after redefining δ and r and using (5.14), (5.34) and (5.35) we get
ε2
N2
ÿ
i,j
Er|Gii|2s1{2Er|Gjj |2s1{2 ĺ Cε2
˜
ε1{2 ` 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
N δε´1{2´rapVi ´ Eq2 ` T 2
¸2
ĺ CN4δε1´2r (5.36)
and so we obtain the bound in the case k “ 1.
We now begin the k “ 2 case. The starting point is the inequality
PrNIε ľ 2s ĺ ε2Er1tNIεľ2u pIm rmN sq
2s ĺ ε
2
N2
ÿ
i,j
Er1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1u|Gii|2s1{2Er1tNpjq
Iε
ľ1u|Gjj |2s1{2 (5.37)
where N
piq
Iε
denotes the number of eigenvalues of the ith minor of HT lying in the interval Iε. We
have used the interlacing property which implies that if two eigenvalues lie in Iε then at least one
eigenvalue of any minor lies in Iε.
Define the event Gδ,i as before. Due to (5.14) we have
Er1Gc
δ,i
1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1u|Gii|2s ĺ ε. (5.38)
On the event Gδ,i we will prove the inequality
Er1Gδ,i1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1u|Gii|2s ĺ N δppVi ´ Eq2 ` T 2q´1ε´r
´
PrN piq
Iε
ľ 1s
¯1{p1`rq
. (5.39)
Proceeding in the k “ 1 case we use the identity (5.8) and take the expectation over the ith row. Note
that N
piq
Iε
is independent of the ith row of HT . We see that
1Gδ,iEir|Gii|21tNpiq
Iε
ľ1us “ 1Gδ,i1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1u
1
4T 2
ż 8
0
du
ż 8
´8
e´v
2 1
8NT
´uηp2T q´1`ivpE´viqp2T q´1ś
lp1` ucl ` ivdlq1{2
. (5.40)
Again, we get two bounds on the integral and minimize over the two at the end. The arguments are
very similar to the k “ 1 case, except that due to the fact that N piq
Iε
ľ 1, we will always be able to
choose an index α1 so that cα1 ľ ε´1. In the case k “ 1 we could only choose cα1 ľ ε{p2∆21q „ εN´δ
by rigidity. This was one of the key observations in the work [11].
For the first inequality, we proceed as in (5.16) and derive
1Gδ,i1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1uEir|Gii|2s ĺ 1Gδ,i1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1u
C
T 2
ż 8
0
du
1
|1` cα1u|1{2|1` cα2u|1{2|1` cα3u|r
ˆ
ż 8
´8
dv
1
p1` |dβ1v|q1{2p1` |dβ2v|q1{2p1` |dβ3v|qr
. (5.41)
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Since at least one eigenvalue of the minor lies in Iε so we can choose cα1 ľ ε´1. As before, we then
choose the other indices so that cα2 ľ ε{p2∆21q and |dβi | ľ p2∆1q´1 which is possible by the definition
of Gδ,i. Hence,
Er1Gδ,i1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1u|Gii|2s ĺ
1
T 2
ε´rEr∆411tNpiq
Iε
ľ1us ĺ
1
T 2
N8δε´rPrN piq
Iε
ľ 1s1{p1`rq (5.42)
where we have used the Ho¨lder inequality in the last step and (5.17). For the other bound we proceed
as before and integrate (5.40) by parts twice in v. We obtain
1Gδ,i1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1uEir|Gii|2s ĺ 1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1upA1 `A2 `A3 `A4q “: B1 `B2 `B3 `B4 (5.43)
where the Ai are defined as in (5.23). The same argument leading to (5.42) (i.e., the same arguments
we used to obtain (5.24) and (5.25) except taking cα1 ľ ε´1) yields
ErB1 `B2s ĺ CpVi ´ Eq2 ε
´r
Er∆611tNpiq
Iε
ľ1us ĺ
C
pVi ´ Eq2 ε
´rN12δPrN piq
Iε
ľ 1s1{p1`rq. (5.44)
Similarly we get
ErB4s ĺ 1pVi ´ Eq2 ε
´r
ErQ2δ∆411tNpiq
Iε
ľ1us
ĺ 1pVi ´ Eq2N
12δε´rPrN piq
Iε
ľ 1s1{p1`rq (5.45)
using (5.27), (5.17) and the Ho¨lder inequality. We proceed as before in our estimation of B3. We
estimate the general term by
1Gδ,i1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1u
ż 8
0
du
ż 8
´8
dv
1ś
l |1` ucl ` ivdl|1{2
|dj |
|1` ucj ` ivdj |
|dk|
|1` uck ` ivdk|
ĺ1Gδ,i1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1u
ż 8
0
du
1
p1` cα1uq1{2p1` cα2uqrp1` ucjq1{4p1` uckq1{4
ˆ
ż 8
´8
dv
|djdk|
p1` |djv|q1{2p1` |dkv|q1{2p1` |dβv|qr
“: Bjk (5.46)
Note that we can take αi “ j or k due to the extra factors appearing in the denominator below the
dj and dk terms in the first line of (5.46) (this was the observation made after (5.29)). Due to the
fact that N
piq
Iε
ľ 1 we can take cα1 ľ ε´1. By the definition of Gδ,i we can take cα2 ľ ε{p2∆21q and
bα ľ p2∆1q´1. Splitting the two integrals into the regions r0, ε20s Y rε20,8q as in (5.30) we get, in the
same fashion as (5.31), the bound
Bjk ĺ 1Gδ,i1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1upε10 `
ε´20r
c
1{2
α1 c
r
α2
c
1{4
j c
1{4
k
qpε10 ` ε
´20r|dj |1{2|dk|1{2
|dβ |r q
ĺ 1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1u
˜
ε5N4δ∆41 ` ε´50r`1{2∆41
|dj |1{2
c
1{4
j
|dk|1{2
c
1{4
k
¸
ĺ ε´50r∆411tNpiq
Iε
ľ1u. (5.47)
From Ho¨lder and (5.17), (5.22) we get
ErB3s ĺ ε´50rN4δEr∆41|Fδ |21tNpiq
Iε
ľ1us ĺ ε´50rN12δPrN
piq
Iε
ľ 1s1{p1`rq. (5.48)
Collecting everything and optimizing over our two bounds we get
Er1Gδ,i1tNpiq
Iε
ľ1u|Gii|2s ĺ
1
pVi ´ Eq2 ` T 2N
δε´rPrN piq
Iε
ľ 1s1{p1`rq
ĺ 1pVi ´ Eq2 ` T 2N
δε1´3r (5.49)
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where in the last step we have applied the k “ 1 result to the ith minor of HT . Plugging this and
(5.38) into (5.37) and summing over i, j yields the claim.
Outside the interval IE0,qG we still have the following bound. It is a corollary of the above proof.
It may also be established using the methods of [6, 11].
Corollary 5.2. For all r ą 0 there is a Cr ą 0 so that
PrNIε ľ ks ĺ NCrεkpk`1q{2p|E ´ E0| ` 1qCr (5.50)
for k “ 1, 2.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 5.1. We illustrate the differences
in the case k “ 1. Since now the event Gδ,i may have probability 1, the bound (5.14) becomes
Er1Gc
δ,i
|Gii|2s ĺ εNC . (5.51)
On the event Gδ,i there is no need to integrate by parts as we do not need to optimize the prefactor.
We just use the argument leading to (5.18) and get
Er1Gδ,i |Gii|2s ĺ
1
T 2
ε´1´rEr∆41s ĺ N2ε´1´rEr∆41s (5.52)
Since all the eigenvalues of H
piq
T lie in the interval rAV , NBV s ` r´||W piq||, ||W piq||s it is easy to see
that
Er∆M1 s ĺ NCM p|E ´ E0| ` 1qCM . (5.53)
This gives the k “ 1 bound. The k “ 2 bound is similar.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. We decompose the event t|λi,t ´ λi`1,t| ĺ ε{Nu as follows.
t|λi,t ´ λi`1,t| ĺ ε{Nu “ t|λi,t ´ λi`1,t| ĺ ε{N, |λi,t ´ γi,t| ĺ N δ{Nu
8ď
n“1
t|λi,t ´ λi`1,t| ĺ ε{N, |λi,t ´ γi,t| ľ N δ{N,n´ 1 ĺ ||HT || ĺ nu (5.54)
“: F1 Y
ď
n
Gn. (5.55)
Define
Ij :“ rγi,t ` εpj ´ 2q{N, γi,t ` εpj ` 2q{N s. (5.56)
Using Theorem 5.1 we have
PrF1s ĺ
ÿ
|j|ĺNδ{ε
PrNIj ľ 2s ĺ N3δε2´r. (5.57)
Let p1, p2 and p3 satisfy p
´1
1 `p´12 `p´13 “ 1 with p1 ą 1. We have by Ho¨lder’s inequality and Corollary
5.2
PrGns ĺ
ÿ
|j|ĺ4n{ε
PrNIj ľ 2, |λi,t ´ γi,t| ľ N δ{N,n´ 1 ĺ ||W || ĺ ns
ĺ NCrεp3´rq{p1´1nCr pPr||W || ľ n´ 1sq1{p2 e´ν logpNqξ{p3 . (5.58)
For large enough N depending on p2 and p3 and Cr we have due to the exponential decay of the
entries of W ,
8ÿ
n“1
NCrnCr pPr||W || ľ n´ 1sq1{p2 e´ν logpNqξ{p3 ĺ 1. (5.59)
Hence choosing p1 close to 1 we obtain the theorem.
We required the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
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Lemma 5.3. We have,
ErQMδ s ĺ N2Mδ. (5.60)
for E P IE0,qG and Fδ as in (5.21) and Qδ as in (5.26).
Proof. Let 1 ą q1 ą q ą 0 and define Q1 to be the event that |γj,T ´ λpiqj | ĺ N δ{10 for j P Aq1,T and
||W piq|| ĺ 3. Then Q1 holds with pξ, νq-high probability. On the complement of Q1 we just use the
bound |Qδ| ĺ N2M and so we may assume that Q1 holds. We write
1Q1
ÿ
jRFδ
1
N |λpiqj ´E|
“ 1Q1
ÿ
jRFδ
γj,T PIE0,q1G
1
N |λpiqj ´ E|
` 1Q1
ÿ
jRFδ
γj,T RIE0,q1G
1
N |λpiqj ´ E|
“: A2 `A1. (5.61)
For the terms in A2 we get directly from the definitions of Q1 and Fδ that
A2 ĺ C
ÿ
|k|ĺN
1
|k| ĺ N
2δ (5.62)
Fix a q2 satisfying q1 ą q2 ą q. Define the intervals for k ľ 0
I
p1q
k “ E0 ` r´2kGq2, 2kGq2s (5.63)
as in the proof of Lemma 7.5. By definition, on the event Q1 the norm of W
piq is less than 3. We have
the bound |λjpAq ´ λjpBq| ĺ ||A ´ B|| which holds for matrices A and B. Hence we see that on the
event Gδ,i,
|λjpHpiqT q ´ λjpV q| ĺ
?
T . (5.64)
Therefore, for k ľ 1 we see that
|ti : λipHpiqT q P Ip1qk zIp1qk´1u| ĺ |ti : Vi P Ip1qk`1u| ĺ CN2kG (5.65)
where the last inequality is proven in Lemma 7.5 and holds as long as k ĺ |logpcGq{ logp2q| for some
c ą 0. From this we see that
A1 ĺ 1
N
C logpGqÿ
k“1
CN2kG
2kG
ĺ C logpNq ĺ N δ. (5.66)
The claim follows.
6 Proofs of main results
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Fix t “ N τ {N P Tω and k0 P Aq,t. Let
t0 “ t´ N
ω1
N
(6.1)
for ω1 ă τ{100. We apply Theorem 4.2 with the matching GOE matrix Hˆt0 “ aW˜ ` b for a, b and j0
chosen as in Lemma 4.1. It follows that there is an ε ą 0 and an event F satisfying PrFs ľ 1´N´ε
on which ˇˇˇ
λˆj`k0,t ´ λˆj1`k0,t ´ pµˆj`j0,t ´ µˆj1`j0,tq
ˇˇˇ
ĺ N
´ε
N
, (6.2)
for |j| ` |j1| ĺ N c for some c ą 0. We take c ă ω{20. Recall that λˆ are distributed as λpHtq and µˆ
are distributed as λpatW˜ ` btq. Clearly at satisfies |a´ at| ĺ |t´ t0|.
By Lemma 7.6,
|ρfc,t0pγk0,t0q ´ ρfc,tpγk0,tq| ĺ |ρfc,t0pγk0,t0q ´ ρfc,t0pγk0,tqq| ` |ρfc,t0pγk0,tq ´ ρfc,tpγk0,tq|
ĺ logpNq |t0 ´ t|
t0
ĺ 1
Nω{2
(6.3)
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Since the eigenvalue differences appearing in (6.2) are bounded by N2c{N ! Nω{4{N with very high
probability, we see that there is an event F2 with PrF2s ľ 1´N´ε{2 on whichˇˇˇ
ˇρfc,tpγk0,tqpλˆj,t ´ λˆj1,tq ´ ρscpµj0qat pµˆj,t ´ µˆj1,tq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ N´εN (6.4)
for |j ´ k0| ` |j1 ´ k0| ĺ N c, after possibly decreasing ε. Now note that a´1t µˆ is distributed as the
eigenvalues of a standard GOE matrix. The claim follows by expanding the test function O on the
set F2.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. The above proof establishes the fact that there is a c ą 0 so that for any
index i P Aq,t and positive integers k1, ..., kn ĺ N c we haveˇˇ
E
HtrOpρfc,tpγi,tqpλi ´ λi`k1q, ..., ρfc,tpγi,tqpλi ´ λi`knqqs
´ EGOErOpρscpµiqpλi ´ λi`k1q, ..., ρscpµiqpλi ´ λi`knqqs
ˇˇ ĺ N´c. (6.5)
The method of going from the above estimate and optimal rigidity results to averaged bulk universality
is standard and can be found for example in Section 7 of [13]. We omit the details and only mention
that our result is stated with an upper bound on the size of the averaging window which ensures that
|ρfc,tpEq ´ ρfc,tpE1q| ĺ N´c (6.6)
for all energies satisfying |E1 ´ E| ĺ b. If a larger averaging window is desired then ρfc,tpEq must be
replaced by ρfc,tpE1q in the theorem statement.
7 Proof of local deformed semicircle law
7.1 Stability estimates
In this section we will derive various qualitative properties of the deformed semicircle law. All state-
ments and proofs here are deterministic. It will be notationally convenient to work with the definition
HT “ V `
?
TW (7.1)
and
mfcpzq “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
Vi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzq (7.2)
where we have dropped the subscript T in mfc,T . Throughout this section we will assume that V is
pℓ,Gq-regular at the point E0.
We will need the following elementary lemma about Stieltjes transforms.
Lemma 7.1. Let m˜ be the Stieltjes transform of a probability measure µ with support in r´A˚, A˚s.
There is a constant C ą 0 s.t.
|m˜pE ` iηq| ĺ C p| logpηq| ` | logpA˚q|q sup
η1ľη
Im rm˜pE ` iη1qs. (7.3)
Proof. Define the dyadic intervals for j ľ 0 by
Ij :“ rE ´ 2jη,E ` 2jηs (7.4)
and set I´1 “ H. We have
Im rm˜pE ` 2jηqs ľ
ż
Ij
2jη
px´ Eq2 ` p2jηq2dµpxq ľ c
µpIjq
2jη
. (7.5)
Let j˚ “ supjtj : µpIjzIj´1q ‰ 0u. Then j˚ ĺ Cp| logpηq| ` | logpA˚q|q. We have
|m˜pE` iηq| ĺ
jÿ˚
j“0
ż
IjzIj´1
dµpxq
|x´ z| ĺ C
jÿ˚
j“0
ż
IjzIj´1
dµpxq
2jη
ĺ C
jÿ˚
j“0
µpIjq
2jη
ĺ Cj˚ sup
η1ľη
|m˜pE ` iη1q|. (7.6)
where we applied (7.3) in the last inequality. The claim follows.
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Lemma 7.2. Assume that V is pℓ,Gq-regular at E0. For 1 ą q ą 0 and ω ą 0 all of the following
hold for E P IE0,qG and 10 ľ η ľ N´5 and T P Tω, for N large enough. Below the constants do not
depend on the choice of ω or q. For the Stieltjes transform,
c ĺ Im rmfcpzqs ĺ C. (7.7)
and therefore
cT ĺ |Vi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzq| ĺ C. (7.8)
For the density ρfc we have
c ĺ ρfcpEq ĺ C, |ρ1fcpEq| ĺ
C
T
. (7.9)
Finally,
c ĺ |1´ TR2pzq| ĺ C, |T 2R3pzq| ĺ C (7.10)
where
Rkpzq :“ 1
N
ÿ
i
1
pvi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzqqk . (7.11)
Proof. By the assumptions on V and Lemma 7.1 we see that there is a constant CV ą 1 s.t.
|mV pE ` iηq| ĺ CV logpNq, E P IE0,G, η ľ T {p10CV q (7.12)
and
C´1V ĺ Im rmV pE ` iηqs ĺ CV , E P IE0,G 10 ľ η ľ T {p10CV q. (7.13)
For notational simplicty we define the set
A “ tE ` iη : E P IE0,G, 10 ľ η ľ T {p10CV qu . (7.14)
Fix E P IE0,qG and define
η˚ “ inf
 
η ĺ 5 : |mfcpE ` iηq| ĺ 2CV logpNq, and p2CV q´1 ĺ Im rmfcpE ` iηqs ĺ 2CV
(
. (7.15)
Using the bound |mfc| ĺ 1 for η ľ 1 we see that η˚ ĺ 1. For a contradiction suppose that η˚ ą 0.
Since mfc is continuous in the upper half plane and the set defining η˚ in (7.15) is nonempty (it has
at least all η ľ) one of the following three possibilities must hold.
(i) |mfcpE ` iη˚q| “ 2CV logpNq and p2CV q´1 ĺ Im rmfcpE ` iη˚qs ĺ 2CV
(ii) |mfcpE ` iη˚q| ĺ 2CV logpNq and p2CV q´1 “ Im rmfcpE ` iη˚qs
(iii) |mfcpE ` iη˚q| ĺ 2CV logpNq and 2CV “ Im rmfcpE ` iη˚qs.
We have the equation
mfcpE ` iη˚q “ mV pE ` iη˚ ` TmfcpE ` iη˚qq. (7.16)
Suppose that (i) holds. For N large enough depending only on CV , we have that E ` iη˚` TmfcpE `
iη˚q P A. But then by (7.16) and (7.12) we have
|mfcpE ` iη˚q| ĺ CV logpNq (7.17)
which is a contradiction. If (ii) holds then still E ` iη˚ ` TmfcpE ` iη˚q P A. By (7.16) and (7.13) we
get
Im rmfcpE ` iη˚qs ľ pCV q´1 (7.18)
which is a contradiction. If (iii) holds we arrive at a similar contradiction. Therefore, η˚ “ 0. We
conclude (7.7), (7.8) and the first bound of (7.9).
Taking imaginary parts on both sides of (7.2) and rearranging we obtain
Im rmfcpzqs
˜
1´ T
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
|Vi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzq|2
¸
“ η
˜
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
|Vi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzq|2
¸
(7.19)
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and so
1´ T
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
|Vi ´ z ´ Tmfc|2 ľ 0. (7.20)
Denote z ` Tmfcpzq “ a` bi for a, b P R. We have,
Rer1´ TR2pzqs “ 1´ T
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
|Vi ´ a´ bi|2 ` 2b
2 T
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
|Vi ´ a´ bi|4 . (7.21)
By the hypothesis on V and the fact that a P IE0,G we see that there is a C ą 0 so that if b ľ CT
then
1´ T
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
|Vi ´ a´ bi|2 ľ
1
2
. (7.22)
We have by Lemma 7.4 below that there are at least NT entries of V less than distance CT from a.
Hence in the regime CT ľ b ľ cT we have
b2
T
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
|Vi ´ a´ bi|4 ľ b
2 T
N
NT
pCT q4 ľ c (7.23)
and we conclude the first part of (7.10), using (7.20) (note that by (7.7) we always b ľ cT ). The
second part of (7.10) is an obvious consequence of (2.3). The last thing to prove is the second bound
of (7.9). Differentiating (7.2) gives
Bzmfcpzq “
˜
1´ T
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
pVi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzqq2
¸´1
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
pVi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzqq2 . (7.24)
Therefore, by the first bound of (7.10),
|Bzmfcpzq| ĺ C 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
|Vi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzq|2 ĺ
C
T
(7.25)
where in the second inequality we have used (2.3) (note that we have used the fact that |Rermfcs| ĺ
T´1{2 which implies that if E P IE0,qG then E`TRermfcpE` iηqs P IE0,?qG). We conclude the bound
for ρ1fc by the Stieltjes inversion formula.
Lemma 7.3. For z P D2 where D2 is defined in (3.11) we have,
|Vi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzq| ľ c, c ĺ |1´ TR2pzq| ĺ C, |T 2R3pzq| ĺ C (7.26)
and
|mfcpzq| ĺ C (7.27)
Proof. The first bound follows from the fact that Im rzs ľ 10 on D2. The other two bounds are
consequences of the fact that we have |Rk| ĺ C for z P D2. The bound (7.27) is obvious.
For the above proofs we required the following elementary result.
Lemma 7.4. Fix 1 ą q ą 0 and ω ą 0, and V be pℓ,Gq-regular at E0. Then for N large enough we
have uniformly for E P IE0,qG and η P Tω,
cNη ĺ |ti : Vi P rE ´ η,E ` ηsu| ĺ CNη (7.28)
for some constants depending only on the constants in (2.3).
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Proof. Let Iη “ rE ´ η,E ` ηs. The upper bound follows immediately from the fact that
Vi P Iη ùñ pVi ´ Eq2 ` η2 ĺ 2η2. (7.29)
Denote by C˚ the constant appearing in the upper bound just obtained for (7.28). For k P Z denote
Ipkqη “ ηk ` Iη, (7.30)
and define
k0 “ inf
!
|k| : Ipkqη X tRzIE0,?qGu ‰ H
)
. (7.31)
We have,
Im rmV pE ` iηqs ĺ
ÿ
|k|ĺk0
1
N
ÿ
ViPIpkqη
η
pVi ´ Eq2 ` η2 ` C
η
G2
. (7.32)
Note that Cη{G2 ĺ CN´ω by assumption on η. Fix L ą 0, L P N and let NL :“ |ti : Vi P
rE ´ Lη,E ` Lηsu|. We have,ÿ
|k|ĺk0
1
N
ÿ
viPIpkqη
η
pVi ´ Eq2 ` η2 ĺ
ÿ
|k|ĺL
1
N
ÿ
ViPIpkqη
η
pVi ´ Eq2 ` η2 `
ÿ
k0ľ|k|ąL
1
N
ÿ
ViPIpkqη
η
pVi ´ Eq2 ` η2
ĺ NL
Nη
`
ÿ
|k|ąL
4C˚
k2
ĺ NL
Nη
` 20C
˚
L
. (7.33)
Choosing L ą 100C˚{cV where cV is the lower bound from (2.3) we get for large N ,
NL ľ pNηq c
2
(7.34)
which yields the claim.
Define
gipzq “ 1
Vi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzq . (7.35)
We will require the following bound later.
Lemma 7.5. For all z P DL,q, we have
1
N
ÿ
i
|gipzq| ĺ C logN. (7.36)
Proof. This is clear for z P D2. For z P D1 we write
1
N
ÿ
i
|gipzq| “ 1
N
ÿ
i:ViPIE0,?qG
|gipzq| ` 1
N
ÿ
i:ViRIE0,?qG
|gipzq| “: A2 `A1. (7.37)
We first bound A1. Define for k ľ 0
I
p1q
k :“ E0 ` r´2k
?
qG, 2k
?
qGs, N p1qk :“ |ti : Vi P Ip1qk u|. (7.38)
For k ĺ k1 :“ t´ logpGq{ logp2q ` 1u we have by the assumptions (2.3) and the proof of Lemma 7.4
the bound
N
p1q
k ĺ C2kGN. (7.39)
Hence,
A1 “ 1
N
ÿ
1ĺkĺk1
ÿ
ViPIp1qk zI
p1q
k´1
|gipzq| ` 1
N
ÿ
VIRIp1qk1
|gipzq|
ĺ C
N
ÿ
1ĺkĺk1
N
p1q
k
2kG
` C
ĺ Ck1 ` C ĺ C logpNq. (7.40)
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For the term A2 we define the intervals for k P Z
I
p2q
k :“ E ` TRermfcpzqs ` 2Tk ` r´T, T s (7.41)
and let
N
p2q
k :“ |ti : Vi P Ip2qk u|. (7.42)
Let k2 and k3 be the index of the leftmost and rightmost intervals I
p2q
k that intersect IE0,
?
qG,
respectively. By Lemma 7.4,
N
p2q
k ĺ CTN, for k2 ĺ k ĺ k3. (7.43)
Then,
A1 ĺ 1
N
ÿ
k2ĺkĺk3
ÿ
ViPIp2qk
|gipzq|
ĺ C
N
ÿ
k2ĺkĺk3
N
p2q
k
T p|k| ` 1q ĺ C logN. (7.44)
We also require some results about the qualitative properties of the time evolution of mfc,t.
Lemma 7.6. Let mfc,t satisfy (3.5). Then
Btmfc,tpzq “ 1
2
Bzrmfc,tpzqpmfc,tpzq ` zqs. (7.45)
We also have
Btγi,t “ ´Rermfc,tpγi,tqs ´ 1
2
γi,t. (7.46)
Fix ω ą 0 and q ą 0. We have uniformly for i P Aq,t0 and t, t0 P Tω,
|Btγi,t| ĺ C logN. (7.47)
as well as
|Btρfc,tpEq| ĺ C
t
(7.48)
for E P IE0,qG.
Proof. Equation (7.45) is a straight-forward exercise differentiating (3.5). The equation (7.46) follows
as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 of [22]. The resulting bound (7.47) follows from the bound |mfc,t| ĺ
C logN which is obtained from Lemma 7.5. The bound (7.48) follows from (7.45) and the fact that
we bounded |Bzmfc,t| ĺ C{t in the proof of Lemma 7.2.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. This follows directly from (7.47).
7.2 Local deformed semicircle law
7.2.1 Preliminaries
We collect here some identities and tools required for our proofs. For a set of indices T Ă r1, N s we
denote the minor of HT obtained by removing the columns and rows in T by H
pTq
T . Similarly we denote
the Green’s function of H
pTq
T by G
pTq
ij . For the minors we will still normalize the empirical Stieltjes
transform as
m
pTq
N pzq “
1
N
tr
1
H
pTq
T ´ z
(7.49)
We use the notation Ti “ TY tiu and HpiqT , Gpiqjk for T “ tiu. We use the notation
pTqÿ
ij
:“
ÿ
iRT
jRT
(7.50)
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to denote summation over all indices not in T.
For a row i and random variable X we denote PirXs “ ErX|HpiqT s and QirXs “ X ´ PirXs.
In the following lemma we collect the resolvent identities required for the proof. We refer the
reader to, for example, [9] for a proof.
Lemma 7.7. The Schur complement formula is, for i R T:
G
pTq
ii “
1
hii ´ z ´
řpTiq
k,l hikG
pTiq
kl hli
. (7.51)
For i, j, k R T and i, j ‰ k we have
G
pTq
ij “ GpTkqij `
G
pTq
ik G
pTq
kj
G
pTq
kk
,
1
G
pTq
ii
“ 1
G
pTkq
ii
´ G
pTq
ik G
pTq
ki
G
pTq
ii G
pTkq
ii G
pTq
kk
. (7.52)
For i, j R T and i ‰ j,
G
pTq
ij “ ´GpTqii
pTiqÿ
k
hikG
pTiq
kj “ ´GpTqjj
pTjqÿ
k
G
pTjq
ik hkj (7.53)
and
G
pTq
ij “ ´GpTqii GpTiqjj phij ´
pTijqÿ
m,n
himG
pTijq
mn hnjq. (7.54)
We have also the Ward identity ÿ
j
|GpTqij |2 “
1
η
Im G
pTq
ii . (7.55)
We collect here the large deviations estimates we will require. We refer the reader to, for example,
[18] for a proof.
Lemma 7.8. Let paiq and pbiq be centered independent random variables with variance σ2 and having
subexponential decay
Pp|ai| ľ xσq ĺ C0e´x1{θ , Pp|bi| ľ xσq ĺ C0e´x1{θ (7.56)
for some positive constant C0 and θ ą 1. Let Ai P C and Bij P C. Then there exist constants a0 ą 1,
A0 ľ 10 and C ľ 1 depending on θ and C0 s.t. for a0 ĺ ξ ĺ A0 log logN and ϕ “ plogNqC ,
P
¨
˝ˇˇˇˇˇ Nÿ
i“1
Aiai
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ľ ϕξσ˜ Nÿ
i“1
|Ai|2
¸1{2˛‚ĺ e´plogNqξ (7.57)
P
¨
˝ˇˇˇˇˇ Nÿ
i“1
a¯iBiiai ´
Nÿ
i“1
σ2Bii
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ľ ϕξσ˜ Nÿ
i“1
|Bii|2
¸1{2˛‚ĺ e´plogNqξ (7.58)
P
¨
˝ˇˇˇˇˇ Nÿ
i‰j
a¯iBijaj
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ľ ϕξσ˜ Nÿ
i‰j
|Bij |2
¸1{2˛‚ĺ e´plogNqξ (7.59)
P
¨
˝ˇˇˇˇˇ Nÿ
i,j“1
a¯iBijbj
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ľ ϕξσ˜ Nÿ
i“1
|Bij |2
¸1{2˛‚ĺ e´plogNqξ (7.60)
for N sufficiently large.
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7.2.2 Proof of Theorem 3.3
The proof follows closely the proof of Theorem 2.10 in [21]. We will just note the differences here.
The first difference is that we consider V fixed instead of random. This change was already dealt with
in the proof of Theorem 3.3 of [22]. The extra randomness in V corresponds to the larger error terms
which appear throughout [21]. For us, taking V fixed corresponds to setting λ “ 0 everywhere in the
estimates appearing in Sections 3 and 4 of [21]. Additionally, in the paper [21] the local law is also
proved at the edge of the spectrum. We will not deal with the edge case and will therefore avoid some
of the technicalities encountered in [21]. We split the proof of the local law into two parts, first for
z P D1 and then for z P D2. The proof in the domain D1 is similar to [21] and we now summarize the
changes.
7.2.3 Local law in the spectral domain D1
The major difference between the proof here and that in [21] is of course that we consider HT “
V `?TW for small T whereas in [21], T is order 1. We summarize what difficulties this causes and
how they are dealt with. The first lies in the stability estimate (7.8) which only gives a lower bound
of cT whereas the analogue in [21] is Corollary A.2 where the lower bound is c. This changes a few
steps of the proof. Instead of (3.17) of [21], the Schur complement formula is written as
Gii “ 1
Vi ´ z ´ Tmfc ` Tψ ` Yi (7.61)
where
ψ “ mfc ´mN , Yi “
?
Twii ` T pmN ´mpiqN q ´ Zi (7.62)
and
Zi “
piqÿ
k,l
hikG
piq
kl hli ´ TmpiqN “ Qi
»
– piqÿ
k,l
hikG
piq
kl hli
fi
fl (7.63)
with m
piq
N the empirical Stieltjes transform of the ith minor of HT .
Let
Λpzq :“ |ψ| “ |mN pzq ´mfcpzq|, Ψpzq :“ ϕξ
d
Λpzq ` 1
Nη
. (7.64)
Define
gipzq :“ 1
Vi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzq . (7.65)
We have the following a priori bounds on Zi and Yi on the event that Λpzq “ op1q. This is our
version of Lemma 3.8 of [21].
Lemma 7.9. On the event tΛpzq ĺ ϕ´2ξu we have with pξ, νq-high probability,
max
i
|Zi| ĺ CTΨ, max
i
|giYi| ĺ CΨ (7.66)
and
max
i
|Yi| ĺ C
˜
ϕξ
?
T?
N
` TΨ
¸
(7.67)
for a constant C.
Proof. By the large deviations bounds (7.58), (7.59) we have with pξ, νq-high probability
|Zi| ĺ CϕξT
¨
˝ 1
N2
piqÿ
k,l
|Gpiqkl |2
˛
‚1{2 ĺ CTΨ (7.68)
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where we have used (7.55) and the inequality [21]
|mN ´mpiqN | ĺ pNηq´1. (7.69)
The bound (7.67) for Yi follows from this and the subexponential decay assumption for wii which
yields with pξ, νq-high probability,
?
T |wii| ĺ
?
T
ϕξ?
N
. (7.70)
For the bound (7.66) for Yi we use (7.69), (7.70) and |gi| ĺ mintη´1, T´1u.
Using these estimates, we can prove the following analog of the weak-self consistent equation which
is Lemma 3.9 of [21].
Lemma 7.10. On the event tΛpzq ĺ ϕ´2ξu we have with pξ, νq-high probability,ˇˇp1´ TR2pzqqψ ´ T 2R3pzqψ2 ˇˇ ĺ CΨ` C Λ2
logN
. (7.71)
Proof. By Lemma 7.9 we have on the event tΛpzq ĺ ϕ´2ξu that |Yi| ĺ Top1q. Therefore, by the
stability bounds (7.8) and (7.26) we can expand (7.61) and obtain
1
N
ÿ
i
Gii “ 1
N
ÿ
i
gi ` 1
N
ÿ
i
g2i pTψ ` Yiq `
1
N
ÿ
i
g3i T
2ψ2
` 1
N
ÿ
i
g3i p2TψYi ` Y 2i q `O
˜
pmax
i
|gi|3p|Yi|3 ` T 3Λ3qqN´1
ÿ
j
|gj |
¸
. (7.72)
We use a simple Schwarz inequality |ψYi| ĺ C|Yi|2plogNq` logpNq´1Λ2 on the first term in the second
line of (7.72). By Lemmas 7.9 and 7.5 we have
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|1`r|Yi|r ĺ C logpNqΨr, (7.73)
for r ľ 0. This, together with (7.66) yields the claim.
With this, one can derive the weak local deformed semicircle law.
Theorem 7.11 (Weak local deformed semicircle law). The eventč
TPTω ,zPD1
|mN pzq ´mfcpzq| ĺ C ϕ
ξ
pNηq1{3 (7.74)
holds with pξ, νq-high probability.
This is derived from the weak self-consistent equation exactly as Theorem 3.1 is derived in [21].
To be more precise, one proves the initial estimates for η “ 2 in the same fashion as Lemma 3.10
of [21]. The dichotomy argument of Lemma 3.12 is easier as we have that the LHS of (3.45) of [21]
can be taken to be 1, and so one only needs to do the ‘Bulk case’ argument in the proof of Lemma
3.12 of [21]; i.e., we will only be considering the regime η ľ η˜pU,Eq. The stability of the coefficients
in the self-consistent equation is provided by the estimates of Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 (as we are in the
bulk the coefficient p1 ´ TR2pzqq does not degenerate which means that α ľ c where α is defined as
in [21]).
The proof of the weak local deformed semicircle law is then completed as in [21]. We record here
the following corollary of the above proof. We will not need it in this paper but record it for possible
future use.
Corollary 7.12. Suppose that one has that c ĺ Im rmV pE ` iηqs ĺ C for η ľ η0 where η0 satisfies
(for example) N´1 ĺ η0 ĺ N´c, and all E P I where I is some fixed interval. Let ηj “ ϕ10jξη0 for
j “ 1, 2. Then with pξ, νq-high probability, one has
|mN pzq ´mfc,T pzq| ĺ C ϕ
ξ
pNηq1{3 (7.75)
for all 0 ĺ T ĺ N´c, E P I 1 and η2 ĺ η ĺ 10 where I 1 is an interval compactly contained in I.
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Proof. It is easy to see that the above proof directly implies the weak law for T ľ η1 with T ! G2
for η down to the optimal scale η Á N´1. On the other hand, the above proof also yields the weak
law for 0 ĺ T ĺ η1 for η ľ η2. For this, the key input is that the bounds (7.7), (7.8), and (7.10)
hold in the regime η ľ η2. The first two are obvious as we have Im rmfcs “ Im rmV pz ` Tmfcqs and
Im rz`Tmfcs ľ η2 " η0. The upper bounds of (7.10) are clear as η2 " T . The lower bound is slightly
nontrivial but we have,
Rer1´ TR2pzqs ľ 1´ T
η2
Im rmV pz ` Tmfcpzqqs ľ 1
2
(7.76)
for large enough N . The expansion in the proof of Lemma 7.10 is still possible as now one has the
stability bound |vi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzq| ľ η2 and |Tψ| ` |Yi| ĺ Top1q ` pT {Nq1{2ϕξ ĺ η2op1q.
We now return to the proof of Theorem 3.3. In order to get the strong self-consistent equation,
Lemma 7.14 below, we require the following fluctuation averaging lemma. As the proof is somewhat
lengthy, we defer it to the next subsection. We introduce deterministic control parameters γpzq and
Φpzq by requiring
γpzq ĺ ϕ´2ξ , Φpzq “ ϕξ
d
1` γpzq
Nη
. (7.77)
Lemma 7.13. Suppose that the event
Λpzq ĺ γpzq, @z P D1 (7.78)
holds with pξ, νq-high probability. Then,ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
g2iQi
ˆ
1
Gii
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ ĺ Cϕ10ξΦ2. (7.79)
with pξ ´ 2, νq-high probability.
The above lemma allows us to deduce the strong self-consistent equation. It is our version of
Lemma 4.5 of [21].
Lemma 7.14. Suppose that the event
Λpzq ĺ γpzq, @z P D1 (7.80)
holds with pξ, νq-high probability. Then,
|p1´ TR2qψ ´ T 2R3ψ2| ĺ C Λ
2
logN
` Cϕ10ξΦ2 (7.81)
with pξ ´ 2, νq-high probability.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 7.10 and expand (7.61). We get
1
N
ÿ
i
Gii “ 1
N
ÿ
i
gi ` 1
N
ÿ
i
g2i pTψ ` Yiq `
1
N
ÿ
i
g3i T
2ψ2
` 1
N
ÿ
i
g3i p2TψYi ` Y 2i q `O
˜
pmax
i
|gi|3p|Yi|3 ` T 3Λ3qqN´1
ÿ
j
|gj |
¸
. (7.82)
Note that we have
Qi
„
1
Gii

“ Qi
»
–vi `?Twii ´ z ´ piqÿ
k,l
hikG
piq
kl hli
fi
fl “ ?Twii ´ Zi. (7.83)
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Hence,
Yi “ T pmN ´mpiqN q `Qi
„
1
Gii

. (7.84)
Therefore, by Lemma 7.13 and (7.69) we haveˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2i Yi
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ Cϕ10ξΦ2 (7.85)
with pξ´2, νq-high probability. The other terms on (7.82) are bounded as in the proof of Lemma 7.10
using the a-priori bounds in Lemma 7.9.
The proof of Theorem 3.3 now follows from the strong self-consistent equation as it does in the
proof of Theorem 2.10 at the end of Section 4 in [21].
7.2.4 Proof of Lemma 7.13
Lemma 7.13 follows directly from the following moment bound and Chebyshev’s inequality.
Lemma 7.15. If the event
Λpzq ĺ γpzq, @z P D1 (7.86)
holds with pξ, νq-high probability, then
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQi
ˆ
1
Gii
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ2r ĺ pCrqCrpϕ3ξΦq4r (7.87)
for every r ĺ νplogNqξ´3{2{2.
For its proof we will require the following a-priori bounds on the Green’s function matrix elements.
Lemma 7.16. Suppose that the event
Λpzq ĺ γpzq, @z P D1 (7.88)
holds with pξ, νq-high probability. We then have uniformly for |T| ĺ plogNqξ´1,ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ gi
G
pTq
ii
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ ϕξΦ` ϕ´ξ (7.89)
and for 0 ĺ s ĺ 1 and i ‰ j
|GpTqij |
|gi|s|gj |1´s ĺ ϕ
2ξΦ (7.90)
and
|gi|
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇQi
«
1
G
pTq
ii
ffˇˇˇˇˇ ĺ ϕ2ξΦ. (7.91)
Proof. From the Schur complement formula we haveˇˇˇ
ˇˇ gi
G
pTq
ii
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “ |gi| ˇˇˇTψ ` Y pTqi ˇˇˇ (7.92)
where
Y
pTq
i :“
?
Twii ` T pmN ´mpTiqN q ´ ZpTqi , ZpTqi :“
pTiqÿ
k,l
hikG
pTiq
kl hli ´ TmpTiqN . (7.93)
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The proof of Lemma 7.9 extends to Y
pTq
i and Z
pTq
i uniformly for |T| ĺ plogNqξ´1 and we conclude
(7.89). Moreover, we see that this observation also proves (7.91) after using
Qi
«
1
G
pTq
ii
ff
“
?
Twii ´ ZpTqi . (7.94)
For (7.90) we start with (7.54) and obtain with pξ, νq-high probability by the large deviations
bounds, (7.89) and (7.55)
|GpTqij | “ |GpTqii GpTiqjj |
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇhij ´ pTijqÿ
m,n
himG
pTijq
mn hnj
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ĺ ϕξ |gigj |
¨
˝?T?
N
` T
d
Im m
pTijq
N
Nη
˛
‚
ĺ ϕ2ξ |gi|s|gj |1´sΦ. (7.95)
In the last line we have used |gl| ĺ T´1 or |gl| ĺ η´1 as appropriate.
Proof of Lemma 7.15. We illustrate the method by doing r “ 1. We have,
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQi
“
G´1ii
‰ˇˇˇˇˇ2 “ 1
N2
ÿ
i,j
E
”
g¯2iQi
“
G¯´1ii
‰
g2jQj
”
G´1jj
ıı
“ 1
N2
Nÿ
i“1
|gi|4E
ˇˇ
Qi
“
G´1ii
‰ˇˇ2 ` 1
N2
ÿ
i‰j
E
”
g¯2iQi
“
G¯´1ii
‰
g2jQj
”
G´1jj
ıı
“ A1 `A2. (7.96)
For the first sum we apply (7.91). Hence,
A1 ĺ ϕ4ξΦ2 1
N2
Nÿ
i“1
|gi|2 ĺ ϕ4ξΦ2 1
Nη
ĺ pϕ2ξΦq4 (7.97)
where we have used
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
|gi|2 ĺ 1
η
. (7.98)
We apply the second identity of (7.52) to the summand in A2. We have
E
”
g¯2iQi
“
G¯´1ii
‰
g2jQj
”
G´1jj
ıı
“ E
«
g¯2iQi
«
1
G¯
pjq
ii
´ G¯ijG¯ji
G¯iiG¯
pjq
ii G¯jj
ff
g2jQj
«
1
G
piq
jj
´ GjiGij
GjjG
piq
jj Gii
ffff
“ E
«
g¯2iQi
«
G¯ijG¯ji
G¯iiG¯
pjq
ii G¯jj
ff
g2jQj
«
GjiGij
GjjG
piq
jj Gii
ffff
(7.99)
where we have used
ErXQirY ss “ ErQirXY ss “ 0 (7.100)
for X measureable wrt to the ith minor of HT . From Lemma 7.16 we see thatˇˇˇ
ˇˇ gl
G
pT1q
ll
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ 2,
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇGpT1qlk
G
pT2q
kk
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ ϕ2ξΦ,
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇGpT1qlk
G
pT2q
ll
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ ϕ2ξΦ, l ‰ k (7.101)
holds with pξ´ 2, νq-high probability uniformly for |T1|, |T2| ĺ plogNqξ´1. From these inequalities we
deduce ˇˇˇ
E
”
g¯2iQi
“
G¯´1ii
‰
g2jQj
”
G´1jj
ııˇˇˇ
ĺ |gigj |pϕ2ξΦq4 (7.102)
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and so
A2 ĺ pϕ2ξΦq4 1
N2
ÿ
i,j
|gigj | ĺ pϕ3ξΦq4 (7.103)
where we have used the fact from Lemma 7.5 that
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi| ĺ C logN. (7.104)
This proves the case r “ 1.
For the general case we will just explain how to adapt the proof of (4.5) of [21] to our set-up. We
start with (4.28) of [21]:
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
g2iQi
ˆ
1
Gii
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ2r “ 1
N2r
ÿ
ΓPP2r
ÿ
i1,...,ir
1tΓ“ΓpiquErg2i1Qi1pĞG´1i1,i1q...g2irQi2rpG´1ir ,irqs (7.105)
where P2r denotes the set of partitions on 2r letters and Γpiq denotes the element of P2r defined by
the equivalence relation a „ b iff ia “ ib, and i “ pi1, ..., i2rq.
Fix now a partition Γ and let i satisfy Γpiq “ Γ. We apply the same algorithm as in [21] to the
summand on the RHS of (7.105). We omit the precise details of the algorithm. The result is the
expansion into the sum
Erg2i1Qi1pĞG´1i1,i1q...g2irQi2rpG´1ir ,irqs “ ÿ
σ1,...,σ2r
E
“
g2i1Qi1
ĞpFi1qσ1 ...g2i2rQi2rpFi2r qσ2r‰ (7.106)
where the σk run over the finite binary sequences generated by the algorithm and pFikqσk are the
associated monomials in the resolvent entries. We will eventually apply (7.101) to the monomials
pFik qσk in the above expression. To see that we can do so, we require the following lemma. It is an
easy consequence of the definition of the algorithm generating the monomials which uses the identities
(7.52). We give the full details of the proof. We encourage the reader unfamiliar with the algorithm
to consult [21] or Appendix B of [8].
Lemma 7.17. Let pFikqσk be a monomial generated by the algorithm outlined after (4.29) in [21]. Let
F1 be the set of off-diagonal resolvent entries in the numerator and F2 be the set of diagonal resolvent
entries in the denominator. Suppose that F1 ‰ H. Note that |F2| “ |F1|`1. There exists an injective
function π : F1 Ñ F2 such that,
1. For G
pTq
xy P F1, the lower index of πpGpTqxy q is either x or y.
2. The unique diagonal resolvent entry G
pTq
xx P F2zπpF1q not lying in the image of π satisfies x “ ik.
That is, its lower index is the same as the index Qik over which the partial expectation is taken.
Proof. Recall that the off-diagonal resolvent entries are generated by applying either of the rules
in (7.52) to an existing monomial. Let σk “ a1a2...an for ai P t0, 1u. For each step j we construct
πj : F1,j Ñ F2,j satisfying the lemma, where F1,j and F2,j are the off-diagonal and diagonal resolvent
entries of pFikqa1...aj , respectively.
If the first step a1 “ 0 then there is nothing to do as there are no off-diagonal resolvent entries
yet. If a1 “ 1 then
pFik qa1 “ ´
GikjGj,ik
GikikG
pjq
ikik
Gjj
(7.107)
for some index j. We can take
π1pGikjq “ Gpjqikik , π1pGj,ikq “ Gjj. (7.108)
We proceed by induction. Assume that we have constructed πj. First consider the case aj`1 “ 0.
If the second rule of (7.52) was applied then we can let πj`1 “ πj if the rule was applied to a
diagonal resolvent entry not lying in the image of πj. If the rule substituted G
pT1q
ii Ñ GpT1lqii with
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πjpGpT2qxy q “ GpT1qii , then we only have to define πj`1pGpT2qxy q “ GpT1lqii . For all other off-diagonal entries
we just let πj`1 “ πj , because the other elements of F1,j`1 coincide with the other elements of F1,j
and the other diagonal resolvent entries remain unchanged.
On the other hand suppose that the first rule was applied to G
pTq
xy which became G
pTlq
xy . We can let
πj`1pGpTlqxy q “ πjpGpTqxy q. The other elements of F1,j`1 coincide with the other elements of F1,j and we
set πj`1 “ πj on these elements.
Now we can suppose that aj`1 “ 1. Suppose that the first rule was applied and that we have the
replacement
GpTqxy Ñ
G
pTlq
xl G
pTlq
ly
G
pTq
ll
. (7.109)
Suppose that the lower index of πjpGpTqxy q was x. Then we set,
πj`1pGpTlqxl q “ πjpGpTqxy q, πj`1pGpTlqly q “ GpTqll (7.110)
and set πj`1 “ πj on the other elements of F1,j`1 which coincide with the other elements of F1,j . The
case when the lower index of πjpGpTqxy q is y is similar.
If the second rule was applied then we have the replacement
1
G
pTq
xx
Ñ ´ G
pTq
xy G
pTq
yx
G
pTq
xx G
pTyq
xx G
pTq
yy
. (7.111)
We then set
πj`1pGpTqxy q “ GpTyqxx , πj`1pGpTqyx q “ GpTqyy (7.112)
and set πj`1 “ πj on the other elements of F1,j`1. This yields the lemma.
As a corollary we have
|gikQikpFikqσk | ĺ pϕ2ξΦqbpσkq`1 (7.113)
where bpσkq is the number of ones in the string σk. If bpσkq “ 0 this follows from (7.91). If bpσkq ą 0
then note that the number of off-diagonal entries in the numerator equals bpσkq`1. The bound (7.113)
then follows from Lemma 7.17 and (7.101).
For a label a P t1, ..., 2ru we let ras denote the block of a in Γ. We let SpΓq :“ ta : |ras| “ 1u
denote the set of single labels in Γ and denote by s “ |SpΓq| its cardinality. We wish to prove that
any nonzero term on the RHS of (7.106) satisfiesˇˇ
gi1Qi1
ĞpFi1qσ1 ...gi2rQi2rpFi2r qσ2r ˇˇ ĺ Cpϕ2ξΦq2r`s. (7.114)
First, suppose that one of the monomials, say pFikqσk , is not maximally expanded (recall that a
monomial is maximally expanded if each resolvent G
pTq
xy in the monomial satisfies SpΓq Ď tx, y,Tu).
By the definition of the algorithm generating the monomials, we must have that pFikqσk contains at
least 4r off-diagonal resolvent entries in the numerator. Then bpσkq ľ 4r ´ 1 and so from (7.113) we
have ˇˇ
gi1Qi1
ĞpFi1qσ1 ...gi2rQi2r pFi2r qσ2r ˇˇ ĺ pϕ2ξΦq1`1`....`p4rq`1... ĺ pϕ2ξΦq4r ĺ pϕ2ξΦq2r`s. (7.115)
So we may assume that each monomial in (7.114) is maximally expanded. As in [21] we observe that
for every single label a P SpΓq there is a label b P t1, ..., 2ruztau s.t. the monomial pFibqσb contains an
off-diagonal resolvent entry with ia as a lower index.
Hence,
2rÿ
k“1
bpσkq ľ s (7.116)
and we get the claim from (7.113).
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For our fixed partition Γ denote its size by l “ |Γ|. It follows from (7.114) thatˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N2r
ÿ
i1,...,ir
1tΓ“ΓpiquErg2i1Qi1pĞG´1i1,i1q...g2irQirpG´1ir ,irqs
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ C 1
N2r
Nÿ
k1“1
...
Nÿ
kl“1
|gk1 |d1 ...|gkl |dlpϕ2ξΦq2r`s
(7.117)
where di is the size of the ith block of the partition Γ. Using |gk| ĺ η´1 we then bound the sum
1
N2r
Nÿ
k1“1
...
Nÿ
kl“1
|gk1 |d1 ...|gkl |dl ĺ
ˆ
1
Nη
˙2r´l 1
N l
Nÿ
k1“1
...
Nÿ
kl“1
|gk1 |...|gkl |
ĺ
ˆ
1
Nη
˙2r´l
logpNql ĺ ϕξpΦq4r´2l. (7.118)
We have the inequality 2r ` s ` p4r ´ 2lq ľ 4r. Inserting the two bounds just derived into the RHS
of (7.105) we get
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
g2iQi
ˆ
1
Gii
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ2r ĺ ÿ
ΓPP2r
pϕ3ξΦq4r ĺ pCrqCrpϕ3ξΦq4r. (7.119)
7.2.5 Proof of local law in D2
The proof of the local law in D2 is similar but shorter than the proof in D1. The starting point is once
again the Schur complement formula which yields
mN ´mfc “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
Vi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzq ` Tψ ` Yi ´
1
Vi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzq
“ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
´Tψ ´ TYi
pVi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzq ` Tψ ` YiqpVi ´ z ´ Tmfcpzqq . (7.120)
From the fact that η ľ 10 on D2 and that |Yi| ĺ ϕξ{N1{2 with pξ, νq-high probability we obtain
|mN ´mfc| ĺ |mN ´mfc|
2
` ϕξ 1?
N
(7.121)
with pξ, νq-high probability and so |mN ´mfc| ĺ ϕξ{
?
N with pξ, νq-high probability, uniformly in D2.
We now proceed as in the proof of Lemma 7.14 and expand the Schur complement formula and
obtain
mN “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
gi ` 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
g2i pTψ ` TYiq `O
˜
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
|gi|3ϕξ 1
N
¸
“ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
gi ` 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
g2i pTψ `QirG´1ii sq `O
˜
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
|gi|3ϕξ 1
N
¸
. (7.122)
In the first line we used that |ψ| ` |Yi| ĺ ϕξ{
?
N with pξ, νq-high probability, and in the second line
that Yi “ QirG´1ii s ` OppNηq´1q. Since |1 ´ TR2| ľ c uniformly in D2 this yields with pξ, νq-high
probability
|mN ´mfc| ĺ gpzqϕ
ξ
N
` C
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
g2iQirG´1ii s
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ (7.123)
where we defined
gpzq :“ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
pVi ´ Eq2 ` η2 “
1
η
Im rmV pzqs. (7.124)
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Since gpzq ĺ η´2 we see it suffices to show thatˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
g2iQirG´1ii s
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ ϕξ 1
Nη2
(7.125)
with pξ, νq-high probability uniformly in D2. Before proving (7.125) we note that the proof of Lemma
7.16 yields
Lemma 7.18. Uniformly for |T| ĺ plogNqξ´1 and z P D2 we haveˇˇˇ
ˇˇ gi
G
pTq
ii
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ ϕξ?
N
, (7.126)
and for i ‰ j ˇˇˇ
G
pTq
ij
ˇˇˇ
ĺ |gigj | ϕ
ξ
?
N
(7.127)
and ˇˇˇ
ˇˇQi
«
1
G
pTq
ii
ffˇˇˇˇˇ ĺ ϕξ?
N
. (7.128)
Proof of (7.125). We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 7.13. We use the same notation appearing
there and will not redefine it. As in the proof of Lemma 7.13, we start by writing
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
g2iQi
ˆ
1
Gii
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ2r “ 1
N2r
ÿ
ΓPP2r
ÿ
i1,...,ir
1tΓ“ΓpiquErg2i1Qi1pĞG´1i1,i1q...g2irQi2rpG´1ir ,irqs. (7.129)
We apply the same expansion algorithm as in the proof of Lemma 7.13 to each term in the above sum
and estimate the resulting terms. With bpσkq denoting the number of ones in the string σk, we claim
that
|QikpFikqσk | ĺ pϕξN´1{2q1`bpσkq. (7.130)
When bpσkq “ 0 this follows from (7.128). For the moment let ℓpσkq denote the number of off-diagonal
resolvent entries generated by the algorithm in the numerator. If bpσkq ą 0, note that ℓpσkq ľ bpσkq`1.
Note also that there are ℓpσkq ` 1 diagonal resolvent entries in the denominator. We want to use the
bound (7.127) and the bound |GpTqii |´1 ĺ 2|gi|´1 to conclude
|QikpFikqσk | ĺ pϕξN´1{2qℓpσkq. (7.131)
The problem is that |gi| can be quite small and so our estimate |Gii|´1 ĺ 2|gi|´1 can be quite big,
and we need to compensate for this with the factor |gigj | that appears in the estimate (7.127) for the
off-diagonal entries.
For the monomial pFikqσk define pjppFikqσkq to be the number of times a diagonal resolvent entry
with lower index j appears in pFik qσk . Define sjppFikqσkq to be the number of times that j appears as
a lower index of any off-diagonal resolvent entry. For example, for the monomial
G
pTq
ik G
pTq
ki
G
pTq
ii G
pTkq
ii G
pTq
kk
(7.132)
we have si “ 2, sk “ 2, pi “ 2 and pk “ 1. For (7.131) to hold, we need pi ĺ si for every i and every
monomial. It is easy to see that by definition of the expansion algorithm that we will always have
pi ĺ si at each stage of the algorithm as soon as a 1 appears in σk. Therefore, (7.131) holds.
Estimating |gi| ĺ η´1 we see that, as in the proof of Lemma 7.13 that any nonzero term on the
RHS of (7.129) satisfies
|gi1 ĞQi1pFi1qσ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gi2rQi2rpFi2r qσ2r | ĺ η´4rpϕ2ξN´1{2q2r`s, (7.133)
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where s is the number of single labels appearing in the term. It then follows that, with l “ |Γ|,ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N2r
ÿ
i1,...,ir
1tΓ“ΓpiquErg2i1Qi1pĞG´1i1,i1q...g2irQirpG´1ir ,irqs
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ Cη´4r
N2r
Nÿ
k1“1
...
Nÿ
kl“1
pϕ2ξN´1{2q2r`s
ĺ Cη
´4r
N2r
ϕ4rξ
N l
N r`s{2
ĺ Cη´4rϕ4rξ 1
N2r
(7.134)
where we used that s{2` r ´ l ľ 0. As in the proof of Lemma 7.13 we now get the claim.
7.3 Proof of Theorem 3.5
In this section we show how the Helffer-Sjo¨strand formula is used to yield rigidity for the eigenvalues
of H. For the most part the material in this section is standard; see, e.g., [8]. In this section we will
always work on the event that the statement of Theorem 3.3 holds. Let f be a smooth compactly
supported function. We have
fpλq “ 1
π
ż
R2
iyf2pxqχpyq ` ipfpxq ` iyf 1pxqqχ1pyq
λ´ x´ iy dxdy (7.135)
where χ is a smooth compactly supported function that is 1 in a neighborhood of the origin. Fix now
E2 P IE0,qG and let E1 :“ ´N4BV (recall the definition of BV in Definition 2.1). Take f to satisfy
fpEq “ 0, E R rE1 ´ 1, E2 ` ηs, fpEq “ 1, E P rE1, E2s, (7.136)
where
η “ ϕ
50ξ
N
. (7.137)
We can take |f 1pEq|, |f2pEq| ĺ C for E near E1 and |f 1pEq| ĺ Cη and |f2pEq| ĺ Cη´2 for E near E2.
For this smoothed out eigenvalue counting function we prove the following estimate.
Lemma 7.19. Let f be as above. There exists a c2 ą 0 such that with pξ, νq-high probability we haveˇˇˇ
ˇż fpλqdρNpλq ´ ż fpλqdρfcpλq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ ϕc2ξN , (7.138)
where ρN denotes the empirical measure of HT .
Proof. Take χ a smooth cut-off function to satisfy
χpyq “ 1, |y| ĺ N10BV , χpyq “ 0, |y| ą N10BV ` 1. (7.139)
It is no loss of generality to assume that BV ľ 10. Let S “ mN ´mfc and ρ˜ “ ρN ´ ρfc. From (7.135)
we haveˇˇˇ
ˇż fpλqρ˜pλqdλ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇRe ż fpλqρ˜pλqdλ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ĺ C
ˇˇˇ
ˇż yf2pxqχpyqIm Spx` iyqdxdy
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
` C
ż
|fpxqχ1pyq||Im Spx` iyq| ` |yf 1pxqχ1pyq||ReSpx` iyq|dxdy. (7.140)
Since |Spx` iyq| ĺ ϕc1ξ{pNyq for y ľ 10 we immediately getż
|y||f 1pxq||χ1pyq|ReSpx` iyq|dxdy ĺ Cϕ
c1ξ
N
, (7.141)
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where we used that |f 1pxq| ĺ η´1 is nonzero only on an interval of length η near E2, and is bounded
near E1. Since χ
1pyq ‰ 0 only for N10BV ĺ |y| ĺ N10BV `1 and fpxq ‰ 0 only on an interval of length
2N4BV we have ż
|fpxqχ1pyq||Im Spx` iyq|dxdy ĺ N
5BV
N10BV
ĺ 1
N
. (7.142)
We bound the second line of (7.140) asˇˇˇ
ˇż yf2pxqχpyqIm Spx` iyqdxdy
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
|x´E1|ĺ2,|y|ĺ10
yf2pxqχpyqIm Spx` iyqdxdy
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
|x´E1|ĺ2,|y|ą10
yf2pxqχpyqIm Spx` iyqdxdy
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
|x´E2|ĺ2,|y|ĺη
yf2pxqχpyqIm Spx` iyqdxdy
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
|x´E2|ĺ2,|y|ąη
yf2pxqχpyqIm Spx` iyqdxdy
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“: A1 `A2 `A3 `A4 (7.143)
We easily see that
|A1| ĺ N´BV (7.144)
using that distpE1, supp ρ˜q ľ N3BV . For A2 we integrate by parts in x and then use BxIm S “ ´ByReS
to integrate by parts in y to obtain
A2 ĺ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
|x´E1|ĺ2,|y|ą10
f 1pxqBypyχpyqqReSpx` iyqdxdy
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
|x´E1|ĺ2
f 1pxq10χp10qReSpx` 10iqdx
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “: B1 `B2. (7.145)
Using |S| ĺ ϕc1ξ{pNyq we see the first term is bounded by
B1 ĺ C logpNqϕ
c1ξ
N
. (7.146)
The term B2 is easily bounded by Cϕ
c1ξ{N .
For the term A3, note that since that y Ñ yIm rmpE` iyqs is a decreasing function for any Stieltjes
transform m of a positive measure, we see that, using that |mfc| is bounded near E2,
Im rmN px` iyqs ĺ η
y
Im rmN px` iηqs ĺ Cϕ
50ξ
Ny
, y ă η (7.147)
and so Im rSpx ` iyqs ĺ Cϕc1ξ{pNyq for y ă η. Using then that the x integration is over an interval
of length η and |f2| ĺ Cη´2 we see that
A3 ĺ Cη ĺ Cϕ
50ξ
N
. (7.148)
For A4 we integrate by parts as before and obtain
A4 ĺ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
|y|ąη,|x´E2|ĺ2
f 1pxqBypyχpyqqReSpx` iyqdxdy
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
|x´E2|ĺ2
f 1pxqηχpηqReSpx` iyqdx
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “: B3 `B4. (7.149)
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The term B3 is estimated using |S| ĺ ϕc1ξ{pNyq. For the term B4 we use that the x integration is
over an interval of length η, that |f 1pxq| ĺ Cη´1 and |S| ĺ ϕc1ξ{pNηq to obtain
B4 ĺ Cϕ
c1ξ
N
. (7.150)
This yields the claim.
Define the empirical eigenvalue counting function and the eigenvalue counting function of the
deformed semicircle law by
ntpEq “ 1
N
|ti : λipHtq ĺ Eu| , nfc,tpEq “
ż E
´8
ρfc,tpE1qdE1 (7.151)
respectively. From Lemma 7.19 we conclude the following lemma.
Lemma 7.20. Let q ą 0 be as above and let ω ą 0 and t P Tω. With pξ, νq-high probability we have
uniformly for E P IE0,qG,
|ntpEq ´ nfc,tpEq| ĺ ϕ
c3ξ
N
(7.152)
for a constant c3 ą 0 depending on IV , A0, C1 in (3.2), the constants appearing in (2.3) and the
choice of q.
Proof. Let f be as in Lemma 7.19. Note that spectrum of HT is contained in r´NBV ´ 1, NBV ` 1s
with pξ, νq-high probability. The left endpoint E´ of the support of ρfc,t is the smallest solution to
the equation
T´1 “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
1
pVi ´ E´ ´ Tmfc,T pEqq2 . (7.153)
Clearly E´ ľ ´NBV ´ 1. With pξ, νq-high probability we then have that, with η as in Lemma 7.19,
ntpE2q ĺ
ż
fpE1qdntpE1q ĺ
ż
fpE1qdρfc,tpE1q ` ϕ
c2ξ
N
ĺ nfc,tpE2 ` ηq ` ϕ
c2ξ
N
ĺ nfc,tpE2q ` ϕ
c2ξ
N
` Cη
ĺ nfc,tpE2q ` ϕ
c3ξ
N
(7.154)
where we used the fact that ρfc,t ĺ C in IE0,qG. The lower bound is similar.
The conclusion of Theorem 3.5 from Lemma 7.20 is standard and is similar to, for example, the
proof of Theorem 7.6 in [8].
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